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Abstract. We introduce and study the unconstrained polarization (or Chebyshev) problem which
requires to find an N -point configuration that maximizes the minimum value of its potential over a set
A in p -dimensional Euclidean space. This problem is compared to the constrained problem in which the
points are required to belong to the set A . We find that for Riesz kernels 1{|x´ y|s with s ą p´ 2 the
optimum unconstrained configurations concentrate close to the set A and based on this fundamental
fact we recover the same asymptotic value of the polarization as for the more classical constrained
problem on a class of d -rectifiable sets. We also investigate the new unconstrained problem in special
cases such as for spheres and balls. In the last section we formulate some natural open problems and
conjectures.
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1. Introduction
Let A,B be two non-empty sets, and K : B ˆ A Ñ p´8,`8s be a kernel (or pairwise potential).
For N P N we consider the max-min optimization problem
PKpA,ωN q :“ inf
yPA
Nÿ
i“1
Kpxi, yq, PKpA,B,Nq :“ sup
ωNĂB
PKpA,ωN q, (1.1)
where the maximum is taken over N -point multisets ωN “ tx1, . . . , xNu Ă B . (Note that a multiset is
a list where elements can be repeated.) The determination of (1.1) is called the two-plate polarization
(or Chebyshev) problem (see Proposition 2.1 below for the link to the theory of Chebyshev polynomials,
justifying this name). If A1 Ă A and B1 Ă B we note the basic monotonicity properties
PKpA1, B,Nq ě PKpA,B,Nq, PKpA,B1, Nq ď PKpA,B,Nq. (1.2)
The case A “ B of (1.1), also known as the single-plate polarization (or Chebyshev) problem for A , has
been the more studied so far (see [8, 15, 27]); and for it we introduce the notation
PKpA,Nq :“ PKpA,A,Nq. (1.3)
A related quantity is the value of the minimum N -point K -energy1, given by
EKpA,Nq :“ inf
ωNĂA
Nÿ
i“1
Nÿ
j:j‰i
j“1
Kpxi, xjq. (1.4)
If N ě 2 , A Ă B are compact sets and K : B ˆ B Ñ p´8,`8s is a symmetric function, we have the
following relation between the above quantities (see [8, Prop. 13.1.1], [15, Thm. 2.3])
PKpA,B,Nq ě PKpA,Nq ě EKpA,N ` 1q
N ´ 1 ě
EKpA,Nq
N ` 1 . (1.5)
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The goal of this article is to study the case A Ă B “ Rp of (1.1), in which the configurations ωN are
unconstrained, and we use the notation
PK˚pA,Nq :“ PKpA,Rp, Nq “ sup
ωNĂRp
PKpA,ωN q. (1.6)
Directly from (1.2) and from the definitions (1.3) and (1.6), we find that
PK˚pA1, Nq ě PK˚pA,Nq whenever A1 Ă A, (1.7)
and, for all A Ă Rp ,
PKpA,Nq ď PK˚pA,Nq. (1.8)
Note that the monotonicity property (1.7) is not true for PspA,Nq (see [8, Sec. 13.2]), thus making the
problem Ps˚ pA,Nq more tractable than PspA,Nq . We shall refer to (1.3) as the constrained polarization
problem and to (1.6) as the unconstrained problem.
Our results are motivated by the study of the important class of kernels called Riesz s-potentials:
Kspx, yq :“
$’’’&’’’%
|x´ y|´s if s ą 0 ,
´ log |x´ y| if s “ 0 ,
´|x´ y|´s if s ă 0 .
(1.9)
For brevity we set
PspA,ωN q :“ PKspA,ωN q, PspA,Nq :“ PKspA,Nq, Ps˚ pA,Nq :“ PK˚spA,Nq. (1.10)
The above definition (1.9) for s “ 0 is justified by the results of Propositions 3.8 and 3.9, which say that
optimal configurations for P0 are the limits as s Ó 0 of optimal configurations for the problems Ps .
The study of s-polarization for large values of s is related to best-covering problems; indeed (see
Propositions 3.8 and 3.9) the limits of (1.10) as sÑ 8 yield best-covering constants which are defined
as follows:
Definition 1.1. If A Ă Rp is a non-empty set, then the covering radius of a configuration ωN “
tx1, . . . , xNu with respect to the set A is
ηpωN , Aq “ sup
xPA
min
1ďiďN |x´ xi| . (1.11)
The minimal N -point covering radius of a set A relative to the set B is defined as
ηN pA,Bq :“ inf tηpωN , Aq : ωN Ă Bu . (1.12)
The minimal N -point covering radius ηN pAq of A and the minimal N -point unconstrained covering
radius ηN˚ pAq of A are given by:
ηN pAq :“ ηN pA,Aq , ηN˚ pAq :“ ηN pA,Rdq . (1.13)
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the link between polarization and
Chebyshev polynomials and provide some examples for the circle and higher dimensional spheres; the
proofs of these results are given in Section 10. Fundamental properties of 2-plate polarization are stated
in Section 3. In particular, Theorem 3.6 gives an estimate for the number of optimal unconstrained
polarization points outside an  -neighborhood of a set A ; its proof is provided in Section 5. Our main
results on unconstrained polarization large-N asymptotics for Riesz potentials are stated in Section 4,
with proofs given in Sections 6, 7, 8 and 9. Finally, in Section 11 we discuss some open problems related
to polarization.
2. Examples and properties valid in special cases
An important case, which justifies the alternative name “Chebyshev problem”, is the setting of s “ 0 ,
p “ 2 , namely the study of polarization problems for the kernel Kpx, yq “ ´ log |x ´ y| in R2 , here
identified with C . Indeed let A Ă C be an infinite compact set. A monic complex polynomial TAN of
degree N is called the Chebyshev polynomial of degree N corresponding to the set A if }TAN }A ď }p}A
for any monic complex polynomial p of degree N , where
}p}A :“ max
zPA |ppzq| (2.1)
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is the max norm on the set A . Then denoting by z1, . . . , zN the zeros of the polynomial p repeated
according to their multiplicity and using an algebraic manipulation, we rewrite (2.1) in the equivalent
form
log
1
}p}A “ log
1
maxzPA
śN
j“1 |z ´ zj |
“ min
zPA
Nÿ
j“1
log
1
|z ´ zj | , (2.2)
which directly gives a proof of the following well-known result:
Proposition 2.1. Let A Ă C be an infinite compact set. A multiset ωN˚ “ tz1, . . . , zNu is optimal for
the maximal unconstrained polarization problem on A with respect to the logarithmic potential if and
only if T pzq “ pz´ z1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pz´ zN q is the Chebyshev polynomial for A . If TAN is such a polynomial, then
P0˚ pA,Nq “ logp1{}TAN }Aq .
It is well known that TAN is unique (see [36, Thm. III.23]), and that the zeros of T
A
N lie in the convex
hull of A ; but need not lie on A . For example, an application of the maximum modulus principle shows
that TAN pzq “ zN is the unique Chebyshev polynomial for the unit circle A “ S1 . This observation
generalizes to the principle that optimal unconstrained polarization configurations tend to accumulate
away from the set A if Kpx, yq is superharmonic in y .
2.1. Results for the case of spheres Sp´1 Ă Rp . We provide now results for unconstrained polar-
ization on spheres, whose proofs will be given in Section 10. We start with the following simple result,
valid for rather general kernels.
Proposition 2.2. Let f : p0,`8q Ñ R be a strictly decreasing function and Kpx, yq :“ fp|x ´ y|q . If
p ě 2 , A “ Sp´1 Ă Rp , 1 ď N ď p and ωN˚ “ tx1, . . . , xNu satisfies
PK˚pSp´1, Nq “ min
yPA
Nÿ
i“1
Kpxi, yq , (2.3)
then xj “ 0 for all 1 ď j ď N .
As we shall show in Theorem 3.6, for subharmonic kernels, points do not accumulate away from A .
As an illustration, here we state the result for the class of Riesz kernels and a special choice of A , which
generalizes a result from [15].
Proposition 2.3. Fix p ě 2 and s P p´8, p ´ 2s . Let the kernel Ks be defined as in (1.9). If the
compact set A Ă Rp is such that
Sp´1 Ă A Ă Bp , (2.4)
where Bp denotes the unit ball in Rp centered at the origin, then a multiset ωN˚ “ tx1, . . . , xNu Ă Rp
satisfies
Ps˚ pA,ωN˚ q “ Ps˚ pA,Nq , (2.5)
if and only if xi “ 0 for all i P t1, . . . , Nu .
The following proposition describes the case where s ą p ´ 2 and establishes that Ps˚ -optimal con-
figurations ωN˚ for Sp´1 stay away from Sp´1 .
Proposition 2.4. Let p ě 2 and s ą p ´ 2 . Then there exists a constant C ą 0 depending only on s
and p , such that for any N -point multiset ωN˚ satisfying PspSp´1, ωN˚ q “ Ps˚ pSp´1, Nq there holds
distpωN˚ ,Sp´1q ě CN´1{pp´1q . (2.6)
The next result states the equivalence of constrained and unconstrained covering problems, which is
a well-known property of spherical coverings:
Proposition 2.5. Let p ě 2 and N P N .
‚ If N ď p , then a configuration realizing the infimum ηN˚ pSp´1q in (1.13) is given by taking all
the N points at the origin of Rp .
‚ If N ě p` 1 , then for every configuration ωN “ tx1, . . . , xNu Ă Sp´1 that realizes the infimum
ηN pAq in (1.13) for A “ Sp´1 , there exists rN P p0, 1q such that ωN˚ :“ trNx1, . . . , rNxNu
realizes the infimum ηN˚ pAq in (1.13). Furthermore,
η2N pSp´1q “ p1´ rN q2 ` pηN˚ q2pSp´1q. (2.7)
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2.2. Results for S1 Ă R2 . For S1 it is easily seen that the minimal N -point covering optimal config-
urations constrained to S1 are given by the vertices of the inscribed regular N -gon. In the case of the
minimal N -point unconstrained covering we prove the following more precise version of Proposition 2.5:
Proposition 2.6. The configurations ωN˚ realizing the infimum in the definition of ηN˚ pS1q are, up to
rotation, the following:
‚ For N “ 1 , ω1˚ “ t0u‚ For N “ 2 , ω2˚ “ t0, 0u‚ For N ě 3 , ωN˚ consists of the midpoints of the sides of the regular N -gon inscribed in S1 .
For N -point constrained Riesz s-polarization on S1 , it is proved in [22] that optimal configurations
are again equally spaced points on S1 , for each 0 ă s ă 8 . For related results, see also [1, 2, 15] and
[17]. For the unconstrained s-polarization we have not yet determined the precise optimizers ωN˚,s , but
numerical evidence (see Figure 1) strongly suggests that for N ě 3 the configurations form a regular
N -gon, inscribed in a circle of radius r¯N,s ă 1 , where r¯N,s is the unique maximum of the function
r¯N,s :“ arg max
rPr0,1s
Nÿ
j“1
ˆ
r2 ` 1´ 2 cos p2j ` 1qpi
2N
˙´s{2
. (2.8)
Figure 1. Numerically computed optimizers ωN˚ (black points) and points where
the minimum of the Riesz s-potential is attained (red points) for the optimizers of
Ps˚ pS1, Nq, N “ 8 and for the values s “ 0.2 and s “ 2.2 .
Under the extra assumption that the optimal configuration ωN˚,s is formed by points all at the same
distance from the origin, we are able to establish the above conjecture, based on the following result,
which is of independent interest, and improves the main result of [22] by removing the convexity condition
for f on the interval p0, pi{N s .
Proposition 2.7. For x, y P S1 let distS1px, yq P r0, pis be the geodesic distance (or smallest angle)
between x, y , and set Kpx, yq :“ fpdistS1px, yqq , for f : r0, pis Ñ p´8,`8s , and assume that the
following hypotheses hold:
(i) the function f is strictly decreasing on p0, pis and convex on p piN , pis ;
(ii) for the configuration ωN,eq Ă S1 given by xk “ 2pikN for k “ 1, . . . , N , the minimum value
PKpωN,eqq is achieved at the midpoints of the arcs between successive points xk, xk`1 .
Then any configuration ωN˚ Ă S1 that satisfies PKpS1, ωN˚ q “ PKpS1, Nq equals ωN,eq , up to rotation.
The following lemma gives two important cases in which the hypothesis (2) from the above proposition
holds, the second of which is due to Nikolov and Rafailov [28, Thm. 1.2 (1)].
Lemma 2.8. Let K : S1 ˆ S1 Ñ p´8,`8s be given by Kpx, yq “ fpdistS1px, yqq for a fixed function
f : r0, pis Ñ p´8,`8s . Assume that we are in one of the following cases:
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Figure 2. Graphs of r¯N,s from (2.8) (blue dots) and R´1N,s from (2.11) (orange dots) for
s “ 1 (left) and s “ 5 (right) as N ranges from 3 to 100 . In both cases, R´1N,s ă r¯N,s ,
therefore the range (2.13) of r in which Corollary 2.9 applies includes the expected
radius r¯N,s from (2.8).
(i) the function f satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2.7 and furthermore
min
yPr0,pi{Ns
`
fpyq ` fp 2piN ´ yq
˘ “ 2fp piN q;
(ii) there exist R, s ą 0 such that fptq “ pR2 ` 1´ 2R cosptqq´s{2 .
Then hypothesis (ii) of Proposition 2.7 holds, namely
min
yPS1
Nÿ
k“1
K
ˆ
2pik
N
, y
˙
“
Nÿ
k“1
K
ˆ
2pik
N
,
pi
N
˙
. (2.9)
Corollary 2.9. Let s, r ą 0 , N P N , A “ S1 , B “ rS1 , and define
xr,s :“ ´p1` r
2q `ap1` r2q2 ` 4r2sp2` sq
2rs
(2.10)
and
RN,s :“ 1
2
secppi{Nq
ˆ
s sin2ppi{Nq ` 2`
b
sin2ppi{Nq pps` 2q2 ´ s2 cos2ppi{Nqq
˙
. (2.11)
If N, r , and s satisfy
cosppi{Nq ď xr,s, (2.12)
or
R´1N,s ď r ď RN,s, (2.13)
then any ωN˚ Ă B such that PspA,B, ωN˚ q “ PspA,B,Nq equals, up to rotation, the regular N -gon
inscribed in the circle B .
Note that, due to the fact that |x´y|´s is symmetric, up to inverting the roles of A,B we can restrict
to the case r P rrN,s, 1s . We found good numerical evidence (as shown in special cases in Figure 2) that
for s ą 0 there exists N0psq P N such that for all N ě N0psq there holds R´1N,s ă r¯N,s ă 1 ă RN,s ,
therefore the range (2.13) of r in which Corollary 2.9 applies includes the expected radius r¯N,s from
(2.8). We found numerically that N0psq “ 2 for s ě 0.7 .
3. Fundamental properties of two-plate polarization
We recall (see [29]) that in a very general setting we may relate the two-plate polarization problem to
the continuous two-plate polarization (Chebyshev) constant TKpA,Bq defined in (3.2) below. The next
theorem describes the large N limit of discrete two-plate polarization.
Theorem 3.1 ([29]). Let X,Y be locally compact nonempty Hausdorff spaces, A Ă X be compact
nonempty and B Ă Y be nonempty, and the kernel K : XˆY Ñ p´8,`8s be a lower semi-continuous
function. Then
lim
NÑ8
PKpA,B,Nq
N
“ TKpA,Bq, (3.1)
where
TKpA,Bq :“ sup
µPM1pBq
inf
xPA
ż
Kpx, yqdµpyq P p´8,`8s, (3.2)
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and M1pBq is the set of all probability measures with compact support contained in B .
In the case of continuous kernels, the study of the continuous one-plate polarization problem is well-
understood, and the results directly extend to the continuous two-plate polarization problem TKpA,Bq
(see [8, Prop. 13.6.6]):
Theorem 3.2 ([8, Prop. 13.6.6]). Let A and B be two nonempty compact metric spaces, and K P
CpAˆBq . A sequence tωNu8N“1 of N -point configurations on B satisfies
lim
NÑ8
PKpA,B, ωN q
N
“ TKpA,Bq (3.3)
if and only if every weak-˚ limit measure µ of the sequence of the normalized counting measures#
νpωN q :“ 1
N
ÿ
xPωN
δx
+8
N“1
is an extremal measure for the continuous 2-plate polarization problem; i.e., it satisfies
TKpA,Bq “ inf
xPA
ż
Kpx, yqdµpyq.
We next consider the single-plate polarization problem in the presence of symmetries, which will be
useful later. We recall that a metric space X is a symmetric space with group G if there exists a
transitive G -action on X , i.e., for each x, y P X there exists g P G such that gpxq “ y . In this case
we may assume that there exists a subgroup H Ă G such that X “ G{H , endowed with the canonical
multiplication action of G (see [26]). In this case G acts on X transitively If G is compact, then we
denote by HX,G the unique probability measure on X that is invariant under each g P G , which is the
projection of the Haar measure of G .
Proposition 3.3. Let X be a compact symmetric space with group G and let K : X ˆX Ñ p´8,`8s
be a lower semicontinuous kernel that satisfies Kpgpxq, gpyqq “ Kpx, yq for every x, y P X and for every
g P G . Then the continuous single-plate polarization problem
TKpXq :“ max
µPM1pXq
min
yPX
ż
Kpx, yqdµpxq (3.4)
is realized by HX,G . Moreover, a probability measure µ PM1pXq is an optimizer of (3.4) if and only if
the K -potential of µ is constant on X , and we haveż
Kpx, yqdµpxq “
ż
Kpx, yqdHX,Gpxq “ TKpXq for all y P X. (3.5)
As emphasized in Remark 3.4, polarization-optimizing measures need not be unique.
For use in the following proof, we introduce the notation f#µ PMpY q to denote the pushforward of a
Radon measure µ PMpXq by the measurable function f : X Ñ Y , and is defined by requiring that, for
every test function g P C0pY q , there holdsż
gpyqdf#µpyq “
ż
gpfpxqqdµpxq.
Proof of Proposition 3.3: Using the fact that HX,G and K are G-invariant and G acts transitively on
X , we find that for any x, x0 P X , there exists gx,x0 P G such that gx,x0pxq “ x0 , pgx,x0q#HX,G “ HX,G
and for any x1 P X , there holds Kpx, x1q “ Kpx0, gx,x0px1qq . This allows us to writeż
Kpx, x1qdHX,Gpx1q “
ż
Kpx0, gx,x0px1qqdHX,Gpx1q
“
ż
Kpx0, x1qd ppgx,x0q#HX,Gq px1q “
ż
Kpx0, x1qdHX,Gpx1q. (3.6)
Using (3.6) and the fact that HX,G and µ are probability measures, we may compare the minima of the
potentials generated by µ and HX,G as follows:
min
yPX
ż
Kpx, yqdµpxq ď
ż ż
Kpx, x1qdµpxqdHX,Gpx1q “
ż ż
Kpx, x1qdHX,Gpx1qdµpxq (3.7)
(3.6)“
ż
Kpx0, x1qdHX,Gpx1q “ min
yPX
ż
Kpy, x1qdHX,Gpx1q.
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This shows that HX,G realizes the maximum in (3.4), and thus (3.5) holds. If the minimum in (3.7)
is not achieved at all points y P X , then a strict inequality holds in (3.7) implying that µ is not a
maximizer.
Remark 3.4. We note, as a special case of the above, that we could take Kpx, yq :“ xx, yyk with k P N
an even integer, X “ Sp´1 and G “ Oppq , where Oppq :“ tM P Rp ˆ Rp : M t “ M´1u is the group
of orthogonal matrices, acting on X as linear forms; i.e., by Mpxq :“ M ¨ x . In this case the optimal
K -polarization can be explicitly computed. Denoting by σ¯ the uniform measure on Sp´1 , we have
Tx¨,¨ykpSp´1q “
ż
Sp´1
xx0, x1ykdσ¯px1q “ |S
p´2|
|Sp´1|B
ˆ
k ` 1
2
,
p´ 1
2
˙
“ 1?
pi
Γ
`
p
2
˘
Γ
`
k`1
2
˘
Γ
´
p`k
2
¯ , (3.8)
where Bp¨, ¨q denotes the Beta function and ˇˇSd ˇˇ is the surface area of Sd .
As a special case which will be used later, we note that for k “ 2 the above expression gives
Tx¨,¨y2pSp´1q “ 1{p , and this value is also achieved as the continuous single-plate polarization of the
measure µp :“ pp ` 1q´1 řpi“0 δvi , where ω4p :“ tv0, . . . , vpu are the vertices of a regular simplex
inscribed in Sp´1 . This fact is a consequence of the property that ω4p is a spherical 2 -design, see [14].

As previously remarked, for subsets of Euclidean space, the problem PK˚pA,Nq is more tractable than
PKpA,Nq . One case in which the two problems are equivalent is when A is convex, as follows from the
next straightforward proposition. Hereafter, we always assume A,B Ă Rp and let convpAq denote the
convex hull of A .
Proposition 3.5. Let f : p0,`8q Ñ R be a strictly decreasing function and let Kpx, yq :“ fp|x´y|q . If
A Ă Rp is a compact set, then any configuration ωN˚ “ tx1, . . . , xNu such that PKpA,ωN˚ q “ PK˚pA,Nq ă`8 has the property that xi P convpAq for each 1 ď i ď N . In particular, if A is convex and
PK˚pA,Nq ă `8 then ωN˚ Ă A and PKpA,Nq “ PK˚pA,Nq .
Proof. Assume to the contrary that some point of ωN , say x1 , satisfies x1 R convpAq . Then after
replacing x1 by the nearest-point projection piconvpAqpx1q , the sum řNi“1Kpxi, yq strictly increases,
contradicting the optimality of ωN˚ . 
In the following result and hereafter we denote by #ω the cardinality of a multiset ω including
repetitions. The proof of the following theorem will be given in Section 5.
Theorem 3.6. Let A Ă Rp be a compact set and assume s ą p ´ 2 , p ě 2 . Define A :“ tx P Rp :
distpx,Aq ă u . For each  ą 0 , there exist κp,s, cp,s ą 0 depending only on p and s , such that if
Ps˚ pA,Nq ă `8 and ωN˚ “ tx1, . . . , xNu satisfies
PspA,ωN˚ q “ Ps˚ pA,Nq, (3.9)
then
# pωN˚zAq ď κp,s
Hp
´
pconvpAqqcp,s
¯
p
, (3.10)
where Hp denotes the p-dimensional Hausdorff measure, suitably normalized so that it coincides with
the Lebesgue measure on Rp .
As a direct consequence of Theorem 3.6, as N Ñ8 there is no accumulation of points of ωN˚ outside
A , and we get the following:
Corollary 3.7. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.6, if pωN˚ qNPN is a sequence of configurations such
that (3.9) and the following weak-˚ convergence hold
νpωN˚ q :“ 1N
ÿ
xiPω˚N
δxi á˚ µ, (3.11)
then µ is a probability measure supported on A .
Next, we recall that for the problem PspA,Nq the limits as sÑ8 and sÑ 0` correspond to other
known minimization problems, see [11, Thm. III.2.1, Thm. III.2.2].
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Proposition 3.8 ([11]). If N P N is fixed and A is an infinite compact subset of Rp , then
lim
sÑ8 pPspA,Nqq
1{s “ 1
ηN pAq , (3.12)
lim
sÑ0`
PspA,Nq ´N
s
“ P0pA,Nq , (3.13)
where ηN pAq is the N -point best-covering radius of A . Moreover, every cluster point of PspA,Nq-
optimizers in (3.12) is an optimal configuration for ηN pAq and every cluster point of PspA,Nq-optimizers
in (3.13) is an optimal configuration for P0pA,Nq .
A generalization of (3.12) for the problem PspA,B,Nq is presented in [8, §13.4]. By the same proof
as in [11], we find the analogous asymptotics for the Ps˚ pA,Nq problem:
Proposition 3.9. The assertions of Proposition 3.8 hold if we replace PspA,Nq and ηN pAq respectively
by Ps˚ pA,Nq and ηN˚ pAq .
4. Asymptotics on sets of maximal dimension and on d-rectifiable sets
In this section we present results on the asymptotics of Ps˚ pA,Nq in a framework similar to the one
for PspA,Nq from [10]. The proofs will be presented in Sections 6-9.
We start with the weak point separation result of Proposition 4.3, after which we state Theorem 4.7,
on the asymptotics for unconstrained polarization on sets A Ă Rp of dimension p for s ě p . This
theorem works under less restrictive hypotheses on A than the previously known analogue for PspA,Nq
from [10]. We use this fact to improve upon previous results for the one-plate polarization asymptotics
via Theorem 4.5. Our results finally enable us to derive asymptotics for d -rectifiable sets in Theorem
4.9.
Recall the following definitions from [31] and [25]:
Definition 4.1. A family Ω of multisets ω Ă A , where A Ă Rp is a compact set of Hausdorff dimension
d , is called weakly well-separated with parameter η ą 0 if there exists a number M ą 0 such that for
each ω P Ω and each x P Rp , there holds
#
´
ω XBpx, η ¨ p#ωq´1{dq
¯
ďM , (4.1)
where Bpx, rq denotes the p-dimensional open ball with center x and radius r .
Definition 4.2. A compact set A is d1 -regular if there exists a measure λ supported on A and a
positive constant C such that for any x P A and r ă diampAq there holds
C´1rd
1 ď λpBpx, rqq ď Crd1 . (4.2)
The set A is called d1 -regular at x P A if for some positive r1 ą 0 the set AXBpx, r1q is d1 -regular.
A measure µ is called upper-d-regular at x if for some constant cpxq and any r ą 0 there holds
µpBpx, rqq ď cpxqrd . (4.3)
The next result on weak point separation follows the same proof as its analogue for the constrained
polarization PspN,Aq , see [31, Thm. 2.3] and [25, Thm. 2.3]. We recall that, for a compact set A Ă Rp
with 0 ď s ă dimHpAq (where dimH denotes the Hausdorff dimension), the equilibrium measure µs,A
is the unique probability measure supported on A that minimizesż ż
Kspx, yqdµpxq dµpyq
over all probability measures supported on A .
Proposition 4.3. Let p, d be two integers satisfying p ě 2 and 1 ď d ď p , and let A Ă Rp be a compact
set. Assume that one of the following conditions holds:
(i) s ą maxtd, p´ 2u and HdpAq ą 0 ,
(ii) p ´ 2 ď s ă d and for some d ď d1 ď p , the set A is d1 -regular at every point x P A and the
equilibrium measure µs,A on A is upper d-regular at every point x P A .
Then there exists a constant η ą 0 depending on s , d and A such that the family of all optimal
configurations
Ωs :“ tω Ă Rp : PspA,ωq “ Ps˚ pA,#ωqu
is weakly well-separated with parameter η and M “ p .
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Remark 4.4. Note that the value M “ p in the above proposition is optimal, as a consequence of
Proposition 2.2. The proof in [31] is done for M “ 2p ´ 1 but can be modified along the lines of the
proof of our Lemma 5.1 (applying the perturbation as in Figure 3) in order to achieve the value M “ p
as stated in Proposition 4.3.
Our second result concerns the asymptotics of Ps˚ pA,Nq for fixed s and N Ñ 8 . We define the
renormalization factors and relevant asymptotic quantities as follows:
τs,dpNq :“
$&% N
s{d, s ą d,
N logN, s “ d,
N, s ă d.
(4.4)
and
h˚s,dpAq :“ lim inf
NÑ8
Ps˚ pA,Nq
τs,dpNq , h
˚
s,dpAq :“ lim sup
NÑ8
Ps˚ pA,Nq
τs,dpNq . (4.5a)
If h˚s,dpAq “ h˚s,dpAq , we set
h˚s,dpAq :“ lim
NÑ8
Ps˚ pA,Nq
τs,dpNq . (4.5b)
For the problem PspA,Nq the quantities hs,dpAq , hs,dpAq and hs,dpAq were analogously defined in [9]
and [10].
As a consequence of Theorem 3.6 in combination with a new geometric deformation technique for
optimizers of Ps˚ pA,Nq , we find that the the asymptotics of Ps˚ pA,Nq are equal to those of PspA,Nq :
Theorem 4.5. Under the same hypotheses as in Proposition 4.3, if the limit h˚s,dpAq exists as an
extended real number, then the limit hs,dpAq also exists and
hs,dpAq “ h˚s,dpAq. (4.6)
In particular, if the conditions of Proposition 4.3(ii) hold, then h˚s,dpAq exists and is finite; consequently
(4.6) holds.
Note that due to Theorem 3.1 applied to the case B “ Rd , with the kernel Ks for s ă d , the limit
defining h˚s,dpAq exists as an extended real number in that case, due to the fact that for s ă d we have
τs,dpNq “ N . However we restrict to a subcase in Theorem 4.5, because our current proof requires the
point separation as specified by Proposition 4.3 in order to bound from below the number of points of
P˚pA,Nq-optimizers that lie very close to but outside the set A .
Before stating further results concerning unconstrained polarization, we recall the following result for
the single-plate polarization problem that defines the important constant σs,p for s ě p .
Theorem 4.6 ([9], [10]). If s ě p ě 1 , then the limit
σs,p :“ hs,ppr0, 1spq (4.7)
exists as a finite and positive number.
More generally, if A Ă Rp is a compact set with HppBAq “ 0 , then
hs,ppAq “ σs,pHppAqs{p , s ě p. (4.8)
In the special case s “ p , the conclusion (4.8) holds without the assumption HppBAq “ 0 .
The following analogous result in the unconstrained case implies in particular that Theorem 4.6 holds
without the assumption HppBAq “ 0 .
Theorem 4.7. If s ě p ě 1 and A Ă Rp is compact, then
hs˚,ppAq “ σs,pHppAqs{p , s ě p, (4.9)
where σs,p is given in (4.7).
We further note the following:
‚ As shown in [15], it is known that σp,p “ βp , which is the volume of the p-dimensional unit ball.
‚ As follows by the result of [22] for PspS1, Nq , σs,1 “ 2ζpsqp2s ´ 1q for s ą 1 .
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‚ For p “ 2, s ą 2 , the conjecture in [10, §2] for σs,2 is equivalent to the conjecture that σs,2 “
p3s{2 ´ 1qζΛpsq{2 , where
ζΛpsq “
ÿ
pm,nqPZ2ztp0,0qu
1
ppn`m{2q2 ` 3m2{4qs{2 (4.10)
is the Epstein zeta-function for the hexagonal lattice Λ Ă R2 .
Following [19], we say that a set A Ă Rp is d-rectifiable if it can be written as φpKq for K Ă Rd
bounded and φ : K Ñ Rp Lipschitz. We note the following two important properties of a d-rectifiable
set A (see [19, Theorems 3.2.18 & 3.2.39]): (a) if A is closed then HdpAq equals the d-dimensional
Minkowski content MdpAq (see Definition 7.1 for the definition of Minkowski content) and (b) for
 ą 0 , A can be written as the disjoint union
A “ A0 Y
8ď
j“1
ϕjpKjq, (4.11)
where HdpA0q “ 0 , the maps ϕj : Kj Ñ ϕjpKjq are p1` q -biLipschitz and Kj Ă Rd are compact sets.
Setting
Rk :“ A0 Y
8ď
j“k`1
ϕjpKjq, (4.12)
we may take k large enough so that HdpRkq ă  .
For  ą 0 and positive integers d ď p , we say that G is a d-dimensional -Lipschitz graph in Rp
if there is a d -dimensional subspace H Ă Rp and an  -Lipschitz mapping ψ : H Ñ HK such that
G “ th`ψphq : h P Hu . It is useful to note that given an isometry ι : Rd Ñ H , the mapping ϕ : Rd Ñ G
defined by ϕpxq “ ιpxq ` ψpιpxqq is a p1 ` q -biLipschitz mapping. Now we introduce the following
stronger requirement, needed below.
Definition 4.8. We say that A Ă Rp is strongly d-rectifiable if for each  ą 0 there exist a compact
set R Ă Rp with MdpRq ă  and finitely many compact, pairwise disjoint sets rK1, . . . , rKk Ă Rp such
that
A “ R Y
kď
j“1
rKj , (4.13)
where each rKj is contained in some d -dimensional  -Lipschitz graph Gj in Rp .
Note that in particular a compact subset of a C1 -submanifold of dimension d is strongly d -rectifiable,
as proved in Lemma 9.4.
In preparation for the following theorem, we say that a sequence of N -point configurations with
increasing N , denoted Ω :“ tωNuNě1 , is asymptotically extremal for the unconstrained problem if
limNÑ8 PspA,ωN q{Ps˚ pA,Nq “ 1 , with a similar definition for the constrained problem.
Theorem 4.9. Let d and p be positive integers with d ď p , and A Ă Rp be a compact strongly
d-rectifiable set. If s ą d , then
lim
NÑ8
Ps˚ pA,Nq
τs,dpNq “ limNÑ8
PspA,Nq
τs,dpNq “
σs,d
rHdpAqss{d
. (4.14)
Moreover, if HdpAq ą 0 , then for any asymptotically extremal family (for either the constrained or
unconstrained problem) Ω “ tωNuNě1 we have the weak-˚ convergence
1
N
ÿ
xiPωN
δxi á˚ Hd|AHdpAq as N Ñ8, (4.15)
where Hd|A :“ Hdp¨ XAq is the restriction to A of the Hausdorff measure Hd .
This main result for Ps˚ pA,Nq-asymptotics improves upon known theorems concerning the asymp-
totics of PspA,Nq , which previously were obtained (see [10, Thm. 2.3]) only under the further require-
ment that HppBAq “ 0 for the case d “ p , and under the restrictive hypothesis that A is locally
biLipschitz to an open set of Rd outside a subset A1 Ă A such that HdpclospA1qq “ 0 . The further
condition that HdpAq “MdpAq ă 8 which was included in [10, Thm. 2.3], is implied by d-rectifiability.
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5. Proof of Theorem 3.6 on non-concentration of points away from A
We first prove an auxiliary result, Lemma 5.1, needed in the proof of Theorem 3.6. A result similar to
Lemma 5.1, but in a non-sharp form in terms of the bound (5.1) below, and with an additional convexity
requirement on the set A , appears in [31, Thm. 2.3]. What allows us to obtain a stronger result are
two ingredients: (a) the precise statement on symmetric spaces of Proposition 3.3 and, in particular, the
study of the case of spheres described in Remark 3.4; and (b) the fact that we don’t need to restrict to
convex sets A simplifies our constructions.
Lemma 5.1. Let p ě 2 and A Ă Rp be a compact set. Then for each s ą p´ 2 , there exists a constant
0 ă cp,s ă 1{2 depending only on p and s such that if N is an integer such that Ps˚ pA,Nq ă `8 , for
any Ps˚ pA,Nq-optimizing multiset ωN˚ and any xˆ P RpzA there holds
# rωN˚ XB pxˆ, cp,sdistpxˆ, Aqs ď p . (5.1)
Figure 3. Idea for the proof of Lemma 5.1, for p “ 3 : (left) the four points in the
small sphere, create, in the grey area, a potential close to 4 times the one of a charge in
the center; (right) after moving the points out to form a regular simplex, the potential
in the grey area is then increased, as can be shown by using the Taylor expansion of the
potential, using the assumption that s ą p´ 2 .
Remark 5.2. Regarding the sharpness of the lemma, Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 show that the bound in
(5.1) cannot be replaced by p´ 1 when A “ Sp´1 .
Before proving the lemma, we develop its consequences:
Proof of Theorem 3.6: We first note that, for each N , optimal configurations ωN˚ are contained in the
convex hull convpAq , which has diameter equal to diampAq ă 8 . We then note that
convpAqzA Ă
ď
xPconvpAqzA
B px, cp,sq Ă pconvpAqqcp,s . (5.2)
We then apply Besicovitch’s covering lemma and find a finite subcover of convpAqzA by at most Cp fam-
ilies of disjoint balls. Note that, in particular, we have for all x R A that Bpx, cp,sq Ă Bpx, distpx,Aq .
We may thus apply the bound (5.1) to each one of the above Cp families, and then sum the bounds.
Thus we find that via a direct volume bound
# pωN˚zAq ď pCp
Hp
´
pconvpAqqcp,s
¯
HppBp0, cp,sqq ,
which concludes the proof of the theorem. 
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Proof of Lemma 5.1: Step 1. To simplify notation, we write
r :“ distpxˆ, Aq ą 0. (5.3)
For c1 P p0, 1{2q , assume that ωN˚ contains p` 1 points inside Bpxˆ, c1rq , say
x0, . . . , xp P Bpxˆ, c1rq . (5.4)
Our goal is to prove that there exists a constant cp,s such that c1 ă cp,s ď 1{2 gives a contradiction to
the minimality of ωN˚ .
Step 2. For c2 ą 0 consider the new configuration
rωN :“ ωN˚ztx0, . . . , xpuď`x¯` c2rω4p˘ , where x¯ :“ 1p` 1
pÿ
i“0
xj , (5.5)
and ω4p is as in Remark 3.4, the set of vertices of a regular simplex inscribed in Sp´1 .
For y P Rp , define
fypxq :“ 1|y ´ x|s .
We will consider the following Taylor expansions of fy around x¯ :
fypx¯` xq “ fypx¯q ´ s xx, x¯´ yy|x¯´ y|s`2 `
R2pxq
|x¯´ y|s`2 (5.6)
“ fypx¯q ´ s xx, x¯´ yy|x¯´ y|s`2 `
s
2
ps` 2qxx, x¯´ yy2 ´ |x|2 |x¯´ y|2
|x¯´ y|s`4 `
R3pxq
|x¯´ y|s`3 , (5.7)
where for some constants γp,s ą 0 depending only on p, s we have
|R2pxq| ď γp,s|x|2 and |R3pxq| ď γp,s|x|3. (5.8)
Step 3. As discussed in Remark 3.4, for k “ 2 we have Tx¨,¨y2pSp´1q “ 1{p , which is attained by ω4p .
Therefore the condition s ą p ´ 2 can be rewritten as ps ` 2qTx¨,¨y2pSp´1q ą 1 . Thus there exists a
positive number εs,p ą 0 depending only on s, p such that
s` 2
p` 1
pÿ
i“0
xvi, yy2 ´ 1 “ ps` 2qTx¨,¨y2pSp´1q ´ 1 ą 2εs,p, for all y P Sp´1 . (5.9)
Now note that for any v P Rp there holds
pÿ
i“0
vi “ 0, s` 2
p` 1
pÿ
i“0
xc2rvi, vy2 ě p1` 2εs,pqc22r2 |v|2 , 1p` 1
pÿ
i“0
|c2rvi|2 “ c22r2 , (5.10)
where for the middle inequality we used (5.9). From the assumption (5.4), since c1 ă cp,s ď 1{2 and
x¯ P convtx0, . . . , xpu Ă Bpxˆ, c1rq , we obtain
min
yPA |x¯´ y| ě p1´ c1qr ě
r
2
and max
0ďjďp |xj ´ x¯| ď 2c1r. (5.11)
We now sum (5.7) over x belonging to the configuration c2rω4p . Using (5.8), (5.10) and the first bound
in (5.11), we can then estimate
1
p` 1
pÿ
i“0
fypx¯` c2rviq ě fypx¯q ` c22r2 s εs,p|x¯´ y|s`2 ´ c
3
2γp,s
r3
|x¯´ y|s`3
ě fypx¯q ` c22 ps εs,p ´ 2c2γp,sq r
2
|x¯´ y|s`2 . (5.12)
Step 4. By writing the expansion (5.6) at x “ xj ´ x¯ , for j P t0, . . . , pu we find
fypxjq “ fypx¯q ´ sxxj ´ x¯, x¯´ yy|x¯´ y|s`2 `
R2pxj ´ x¯q
|x¯´ y|s`2 .
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We now sum the above equation over j “ 0, . . . , p , and divide by p` 1 , and get
1
p` 1
pÿ
j“0
fypxjq “ fypx¯q ´ s
p` 1
1
|x¯´ y|s`2
C
pÿ
j“1
pxj ´ x¯q, x¯´ y
G
` 1
p` 1
1
|x¯´ y|s`2
pÿ
j“0
R2pxj ´ x¯q
“ fypx¯q ` 1
p` 1
1
|x¯´ y|s`2
pÿ
j“0
R2pxj ´ x¯q
ď fypx¯q ` 4c21 γp,s r
2
|x¯´ y|s`2 , (5.13)
where to obtain the second line we note that the first term on the right in the first line vanishes due to
the definition of x¯ from (5.5), and for obtaining the inequality in the last line we use the first bound in
(5.8) together with the second bound from (5.11).
Step 5. Now, using (5.5), we find that the bounds (5.12) and (5.13) giveÿ
xPrωN
1
|x´ y|s ´
ÿ
xPω˚N
1
|x´ y|s “
pÿ
i“0
fypx¯` c2rviq ´
pÿ
j“0
fypxjq
“
pÿ
i“0
rfypx¯` c2rviq ´ fypx¯qs ´
pÿ
j“0
rfypxjq ´ fypx¯qs
ě pp` 1q “c22ps εs,p ´ 2c2γp,sq ´ 4c21γp,s‰ r2|x¯´ y|s`2 (5.14a)
:“ Es,ppc1, c2q r
2
|x¯´ y|s`2 , (5.14b)
for any y P A . The choice c2 “ sεs,p{p3γp,sq maximizes the value of the c22ps εs,p ´ 2c2γp,sq in (5.14a)
amongst positive c2 , and this maximum value in this case equals s3ε3s,p{p27γ2p,sq ą 0 . By comparing this
value with the term 4c21γp,s from (5.14a), we find that if c1 satisfies
c1 ă min
#d
s3ε3s,p
108γ3p,s
, 1{2
+
:“ cp,s, (5.15)
then the expression defined in (5.14b) satisfies Es,p pc1, sεs,p{p3γp,sqq ą 0 . If ry P A achieves the minimum
of PsprωN , yq in (5.14a) and c1 ă cp,s , then from (5.14) we obtain
PsprωN , Aq “ ÿ
xPrωN
1
|x´ ry|s ě Es,p
ˆ
c1,
sεs,p
3γp,s
˙
r2
|x¯´ ry|s`2 ` ÿ
xPω˚N
1
|x´ ry|s ą PspωN˚ , Aq, (5.16)
which contradicts the optimality of ωN˚ . Therefore the value cp,s defined in (5.15) is as required in Step
1, and this concludes the proof of the lemma. 
6. Proof of asymptotic equality of PspA,Nq and Ps˚ pA,Nq , Theorem 4.5
In this section we first prove Proposition 4.3 on weak point separation and its consequence Proposition
6.2. Then we prove the general point replacement result of Proposition 6.3. Finally, Propositions 6.2
and 6.3 together with Theorem 3.6 allow us to prove Theorem 4.5 in Section 6.2.
6.1. Proof of Proposition 4.3 on weak point separation. We shall use the following auxiliary result,
which follows as in [15, Thm. 2.4] (simply note that the restriction ωN Ă A for finite-N configurations
is never used in the proof from [15]).
Proposition 6.1. Let p ě 2 , 1 ď d ď p and A Ă Rp be a compact set.
(i) If HdpAq ą 0 , then for s ě d there exists a constant cs ą 0 depending only on s such that for N ě 2
there holds
Ps˚ pA,Nq ď css´ dN
s{d , if s ą d , (6.1a)
P˚d pA,Nq ď cdN logN , if s “ d . (6.1b)
(ii) If there exists a probability measure µA supported on A such thatż
A
1
|x´ y|s dµApyq ď CA , for x P R
p ,
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then, for all N ě 1 ,
Ps˚ pA,Nq ď NCA , for s ą 0 . (6.1c)
The next result is proved as in [31, Prop. 1.5] for the case s ą d and as in [25, Thm. 2.5] for the cases
p ´ 2 ă s ă d . Indeed, in the proofs of those results the fact that the configurations are constrained
to the set A is not used; furthermore, Proposition 6.1 precisely replaces the use of results from [15] in
those proofs.
Proposition 6.2. Under the same hypotheses on p , d , d1 , s , A and µs,A as in Proposition 4.3, let
ωN Ă Rp be an N -point configuration and y˚ P A be a point such thatÿ
xPω˚N
|x´ y˚|´s “ min
yPA
ÿ
xPω˚N
|x´ y|´s
is achieved. There exists a constant C ą 0 , which depends only on s if s ą d and only on s and on the
upper-d1 -regularity constant of µs,A if p´ 2 ă s ă d ď d1 ď p , but is in either case independent of N ,
of ωN and of the choice of y˚ , such that
min
xPωN
|x´ y˚| ě CN´1{d . (6.2)
Now Proposition 4.3 follows by a modification of the proof of Lemma 5.1:
Proof of Proposition 4.3. For an N -point configuration ωN , set
SspA,ωN q :“
#
y P A :
ÿ
xPωN
Kspx, yq “ min
y1PA
ÿ
xPωN
Kspx, y1q
+
.
Then, by the bound (6.2), for C ą 0 as in Proposition 6.2,
distpωN , SspA,ωN qq ě CN´1{d . (6.3)
Now assume that for a radius R ą 0 and for some x P Rp and some optimal s-polarization configuration
ωN˚ there exist p` 1 distinct points
x0, . . . , xp P ωN˚ XBpx,Rq. (6.4)
By using the hypothesis that s ą p´ 2 , we will proceed along the same lines as in the proof of Lemma
5.1 in order to reach a contradiction if
R ă ηN´1{d, where η :“ 1
2
cp,sC ą 0, (6.5)
where C is as in Proposition 6.2 and cp,s is as in Lemma 5.1. Indeed, set R “ 12c1r , where r :“ CN´1{d
and 0 ă c1 ă cp,s . Then, with these values of c1 and r , and for a choice of c2 ą 0 to be determined,
we can use the same formulas (5.5) as in Step 2 of the proof of Lemma 5.1 to define x¯ and rωN . Due to
(6.3), to (6.4) and to the choice of c1 , we verify that for any y “ y˜ P SspA, rωN q the bounds (5.11) hold.
Then the estimates of the proof of Lemma 5.1 continue to hold, and we determine with the same choice
of c2 as in Step 5 that (5.14) and (5.16) hold for y “ y˜ . As a consequence of (5.16), and of the assumed
optimality of ωN˚ , we have
PspA,Nq ě PspA, rωN q ą PspA,ωN˚ q “ PspA,Nq, (6.6)
which is a contradiction. It follows that under condition (6.5) there cannot exist p` 1 points such that
(6.4) holds, which concludes the proof of the proposition. 
6.2. Proof of Theorem 4.5. The main new tool that we will use in the proof of Theorem 4.5 is the
following geometric proposition, which holds for a very general class of kernels. This result is that it
allows one to replace a charge x positioned at positive distance from A by a bounded number of charges
in A , without decreasing the polarization value on A . The principle underlying this proposition is
illustrated in Figure 4.
Proposition 6.3. For each p ě 2 , let Cp ą 0 be the cardinality of the best packing of Sp´1 by spherical
caps of angle pi{12 . Let A Ă Rp be a compact set, and let x R A . Then there exist points x1, . . . , xn P A
with n ď Cp , such that for all decreasing f : R` Ñ R there holds
@y P A, f p|x´ y|q ď max
1ďjďn f p|xj ´ y|q . (6.7)
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Figure 4. The construction from Proposition 6.3, for p “ 2 . The set A is shaded in
brown. Iteratively we select points xj P A such that a charge positioned at xj creates a
higher potential than x (at least) on the intersection of the shaded region (which itself is
the intersection of a cone from x and a hyperplane) with A . The union of such regions
eventually covers A . Further, any two of the so-constructed points xj , viewed from x ,
form angles of at least pi{6 ; thus, by a simple best-packing upper bound on Sp´1 , the
necessary number of points can be controlled, depending only on the dimension.
Proof. Set
radpA, xq :“ ty P A : @λ P r0, 1q, x` λpx´ yq R Au . (6.8)
In other words, radpA, xq contains the first contact point with A of each ray starting from x that
intersects A . Also set
rad1pA, xq :“ tpx´ yq{ |x´ y| : y P radpA, xqu.
Note that the projection
pi1,x : Rpztxu Ñ Sp´1, pi1,xpyq :“ x´ y|x´ y| (6.9)
induces a bijection between radpA, xq and rad1pA, xq .
We now iteratively construct the set x1, . . . , xn as required in the statement of the proposition.
Step 1 . Fix a point x1 P radpA, xq such that
|x1 ´ x| “ mint|x1 ´ x| : x1 P radpA, xqu. (6.10)
As f is decreasing, f p|x´ y|q ď f p|x1 ´ y|q for all y belonging to the half-space Hpx, x1q , where for
a ‰ b P Rp we set
Hpa, bq :“ ty P Rp : |y ´ a| ě |y ´ b|u “
"
y P Rp : xy ´ a, b´ ay ě 1
2
|b´ a|2
*
. (6.11)
We next let Kpx1q Ă Sp´1 be the spherical cap of angle pi{6 centered at pi1,xpx1q . Then we also have
Kpx1q “ pi1,x pHpx, x1q XBp|x´ x1|, xqq ,
and by (6.10) and (6.8), we obtain
AX pi´11,xpKpx1qq Ă Hpx, x1q. (6.12)
Step k ` 1 . For k ě 1 , suppose that the points x1, . . . , xk have already have been chosen such that
pi1,xpx1q, . . . , pi1,xpxkq P Sp´1 form a pi{6-separated set, (6.13a)
with respect to the geodesic distance on Sp´1 and such that
AX pi´11,x
˜
kď
j“1
Kpxjq
¸
Ă AX
kď
j“1
Hpx, xjq. (6.13b)
If we next choose xk`1 P radpA, xqzpi´11,x
´Ťk
j“1Kpxjq
¯
such that
|xk`1 ´ x| “ min
#
|x1 ´ x| : x P radpA, xqzpi´11,x
˜
kď
j“1
Kpxjq
¸+
,
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then automatically pi1,xpxk`1q is pi{6 -separated from pi1,xpx1q, . . . , pi1,xpxkq . Combining this with the
bound (6.12) for the point xk`1 , conditions (6.13) now hold with k replaced by k ` 1 .
Note that if Cp is the maximal cardinality of a pi{6 -separated set in Sp´1 with respect to the geodesic
distance, then the above iterative construction must stop at step n for some n ď Cp . After step n we
have
rad1pA, xq Ă
nď
j“1
Kpxjq (6.14)
and by (6.13b),
f p|x´ y|q ď max
1ďjďn f p|xj ´ y|q for y P AX pi
´1
1,x
˜
nď
j“1
Kpxjq
¸
“ A. (6.15)
The last inclusion in (6.15) follows from (6.14). The claim (6.7) now follows from (6.15). 
Proof of Theorem 4.5: The statement follows from the two inequalities
lim sup
NÑ8
PspA,Nq
τs,dpNq ď limNÑ8
Ps˚ pA,Nq
τs,dpNq ď lim infNÑ8
PspA,Nq
τs,dpNq . (6.16)
The first inequality follows directly from the simple bound (1.8), so we only need to prove the second
inequality. For this purpose, fix  ą 0 and consider for fixed N a configuration ωN˚ optimizing Ps˚ pA,Nq .
By (3.10) of Theorem 3.6 we have
# pωN˚zAq ď κs,p
Hp
´
pconvpAqqcp,s
¯
p
:“ C0pq. (6.17)
Next, for η ą 0 depending on s, d,A as in Proposition 4.3 we use the Besicovitch covering theorem in
order to cover AzA by a finite collection of balls of radius ηN´1{p which is the union of at most rCp
collections of disjoint balls, where rCp depends only on p . In particular, all balls in the cover are then
contained in pAzAq if N ą pη{qp .
By the weak point separation bound of Proposition 4.3 combined with a volume comparison argument,
for N ą pη{qp we have
# pωN˚ X pAzAqq ď p
rCp
βpηp
Hp ppAzAqqN “: C1pqN and limÑ0C1pq “ 0, (6.18)
where βp is volume of the p-dimensional unit ball Bpp0, 1q and where in the last part we used the
regularity of the Hp -measures and the fact that A being compact implies HppAq ă 8 .
By Proposition 6.3 we may replace each one of the points x P ωN X pAzAq by a configuration ωx
such that for some Lp depending only on p there holds
1 ď #ωx ď Lp, and @y P A, 1|x´ y|s ď maxx1Pωx
1
|x1 ´ y|s ď
ÿ
x1Pωx
1
|x1 ´ y|s . (6.19)
We then define a new configuration ωMN Ă A of cardinality MN by
ωMN :“ pωN˚ XAq Y ď
xPω˚NXpAzAq
ωx, (6.20)
where by (6.17), (6.18) and the first part of (6.19) we have
N ´ C0pq ďMN ď #pωN˚ XAq ` Lp# pωN˚ X pAzAqq ď p1` LpC1pqqN. (6.21)
Then by the bounds (6.17) and the second part of (6.19), we find that
PspA,MN q ě PspA,ωMN q
ě PspA,ωN˚ XAq
ě PspA,ωN˚ q ´max
yPA
ÿ
xPω˚N zA
1
|x´ y|s
ě PspA,ωN˚ q ´ C0pqs “: PspA,ωN˚ q ´ C2pq, (6.22)
where C2pq depends only on , p, s, A ; in particular C2pq is independent of N .
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Let now tNkukPN be a strictly increasing subsequence that realizes the limit inferior in (6.16) and let
the sequence Nk be such that, for each k P N ,
Nk
1` LpC1pq P
“
Nk, Nk ` 1
˘
. (6.23)
Note that Nk Ñ 8 as k Ñ 8 . Using the fact that PspA,Nq is increasing in N , (6.23), (6.21) and
(6.22) give for s ą d the bounds
PspA,Nkq
N
s{d
k
ě PspA,MNkq
N
s{d
k
ě Ps˚ pA,Nkq ´ C2pq
N
s{d
k
ě Ps˚ pA,Nkq ´ C2pq`p1` LpC1pqqpNk ` 1q˘s{d
“ 1p1` LpC1pqqs{d
Ps˚ pA,Nkq
N
s{d
k
Ps˚ pA,Nkq ´ C2pq
Ps˚ pA,Nkq
ˆ
Nk
Nk ` 1
˙s{d
. (6.24)
Due to the fact that Ps˚ pA,Nq Ñ 8 as N Ñ8 by compactness of A and to the fact that Nk Ñ8 as
k Ñ8 , using (6.18) we find
lim
kÑ8
Ps˚ pA,Nkq ´ C2pq
Ps˚ pA,Nkq
ˆ
Nk
Nk ` 1
˙s{d
“ 1. (6.25)
By (6.25) and (6.24), we thus find
lim inf
NÑ8
PspA,Nq
Ns{d
“ lim
kÑ8
PspA,Nkq
N
s{d
k
ě p1` LpC1pqq´s{d lim
kÑ8
Ps˚ pA,Nkq
N
s{d
k
. (6.26)
In (6.26) we use the hypothesis that the limit of Ps˚ pA,Nq{Ns{d exists as an extended real number. By
now taking  Ñ 0 and using (6.18), the desired second inequality in (6.16) follows, and this completes
the proof of the theorem as well for the case s ą d . The remaining range of exponents p ´ 2 ă s ă d
is treated as above, with the difference that the function τs,dpNq “ Ns{d is replaced according to the
definition (4.4). We leave the verifications to the reader.
Finally, suppose the hypotheses of case (ii) of Proposition 4.3 hold. Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 6.1(ii)
imply the limit h˚s,dpAq exists and is finite. 
7. A general rough lower bound via Minkowski content
The main result of this section, Proposition 7.2, is the analogue for the case of polarization problems
of the rough bound [23, Lemma 8] in the setting of energy minimization problems.
We start by recalling the definition of Minkowski content:
Definition 7.1. Let A Ă Rp be a closed set, and define
Ar :“ tx P Rp : distpx,Aq ď ru. (7.1)
The upper and lower Minkowski contents of A , denoted respectively by MdpAq , MdpAq are respectively
defined as
MdpAq :“ lim sup
rÓ0
LppArq
αp´drp´d
, MdpAq :“ lim inf
rÓ0
LppArq
αp´drp´d
,
where αk ą 0 is for k P N, k ě 1 the volume of the k -dimensional unit ball
αk :“ pi
k{2
Γ
`
k
2 ` 1
˘ .
If MdpAq “MdpAq , their common value is called the Minkowski content of A , and denoted by MdpAq .
Proposition 7.2. Let p ě d ě 1 be natural numbers and let s ą d . Then there exists a constant Cp,d,s
depending only on p, d, s such that the following holds. Let A Ă Rp be a set such that MdpAq ă 8 .
Then
hs,dpAq ě Cp,d,sMdpAqs{d . (7.2)
The above proposition follows from Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 below. Lemma 7.3 says that Minkowski
content controls best-covering at all scales, and this will allow us to bound the polarization constant
from below by covering constants in Lemma 7.4.
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Lemma 7.3. Let p ě d ě 1 be natural numbers. Then there exists a constant Cp,d ą 0 depending only
on p, d such that for any set A Ă Rp with MdpAq ă 8 , there exists Wr Ă Rp such that
A Ă
ď
xPWr
Bpx, rq
and
#Wr ď Cp,dMdpAq
rd
. (7.3)
Lemma 7.4. Let p, d, s, A be as in Proposition 7.2. If for every r ą 0 there exists a covering of A by
balls of radius r of cardinality at most C{rd , then
hs,dpAq ě pCpCq´s{d , (7.4)
where Cp ą 0 is a constant depending only on p .
Proof of Proposition 7.2: By Lemma 7.3, the hypotheses of Lemma 7.4 hold for the choice C “ Cp,dMdpAq ,
where Cp,d ą 0 is the constant from Lemma 7.3. In this case inequality (7.4) directly gives (7.2) for the
choice
Cp,d,s :“
`
2dCpCp,d
˘´s{d
. (7.5)

We now provide the proofs for the above lemmas.
Proof of Lemma 7.3: Given any  ą 0 , if r ą 0 is small enough depending on  , there holds
LppA2rq
2p´dαp´drp´d
ďMdpAq ` . (7.6)
For such r , there exists a constant Cp P N depending only on p and points x1, . . . , xCp P r0, 2rqp such
that the open r -balls with centers in txj ` y : y P p2rZqp, 1 ď j ď Cpu cover Rp . To prove this,
by dilation we may reduce to the case r “ 1 . In this case the desired properties follow if we select
x1, . . . , xCp P r0, 2qp such that the balls Bpxj , 1q cover r0, 2qp .
With the above notation, for each j P t1, . . . , Cpu the r -balls with centers in W jr :“ ArXpxj`p2rZqpq
are disjoint and the set Wr :“ ŤCpj“1W jr satisfies
A Ă
ď
xPWr
Bpx, rq Ă A2r. (7.7)
Due to (7.7) and (7.6), for j “ 1, . . . , Cp , we have
#
`
W jr
˘ ¨ αprp “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď
xPW jr
Bpx, rq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď |A2r| ď 2p´dαp´drp´d `MdpAq ` ˘ ,
where | ¨ | denotes the Lp -measure of a set. By summing over j we find the bound
#Wr ď Cpαp´d2
p´d
αp
MdpAq ` 
rd
“: Cp,dMdpAq ` 
rd
.
The arbitrariness of  ą 0 now yields (7.3), as desired. 
Proof of Lemma 7.4: Let B “ tBpxi, rq : i “ 1, . . . , Nru be a minimum-cardinality covering of A by
r -balls and for each i “ 1, . . . ,M , choose x˜i P AXBpxi, rq . Setting Wr “ tx˜i : i “ 1, . . . , Nru , we have
Nr “ #Wr ď C
rd
, (7.8)
due to the hypothesis of the lemma. Since for each point in A there exists a point in Wr at distance at
most 2r from A , we have
PspA,Nrq ě PspA,Wrq ě p2rq´s. (7.9)
We note that if Cp is the minimum number of balls of radius 1 in Rp required to cover a ball of radius
2 , then we have, for all r ą 0 ,
Nr ď Nr{2 ď CpNr.
Thus by (7.8), for fixed N there exists r “ rpNq ą 0 such that
Nr ď N ă Nr{2 ď CpNr. (7.10)
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Then we have
PspA,Nq
(7.10)ě PspA,Nrq
(7.9)ě p2rq´s (7.8)ě
ˆ
Nr
2dC
˙s{d (7.10)ě Ns{dp2dCpCqs{d (4.4)“ τs,dpNqp2dCpCqs{d ,
where we have also used the fact that the polarization value is increasing in N for the first inequality.
Now by reordering the terms and by passing to the limit in N along a subsequence that realizes the
value of hs,dpAq , the bound (7.4) follows, as desired. 
Remark 7.5. Of course, Proposition 7.2 also provides a lower bound for h˚s,dpAq since this quantity is at
least as large as its constrained analog. Thanks to Proposition 7.2 the asymptotic lower bounds in [10]
now follow without needing to appeal to the energy results of [7].
8. Proof of Theorem 4.7 on the asymptotics for A Ă Rp with dimHA “ p
We begin with a known lemma for constrained polarization.
Lemma 8.1 ([10] or [8]). Let 1 ď d ď p , s ě d , and A,B Ă Rp be nonempty sets. Then
hs,dpAYBq´d{s ď hs,dpAq´d{s ` hs,dpBq´d{s. (8.1)
We remark that the analogous subadditivity result holds with hs,d replaced by h
˚
s,d in (8.1), but we
will not need that result in this paper. However, the two related results given in the next lemma do play
an essential role in the proofs of Theorems 4.7 and 4.9. This lemma is proved using similar arguments
as in [10, Sec. 6, 7] and [8, Sec. 13.7] for the one-plate polarization problem Ps . We provide a sketch of
the proof for the convenience of the reader.
Lemma 8.2. Let 1 ď d ď p , s ě d , and A,B Ă Rp be nonempty sets.
(i) If the limits h˚s,dpAYBq and h˚s,dpBq exist, then
h˚s,dpAYBq´d{s ď h˚s,dpAq´d{s ` h˚s,dpBq´d{s. (8.2)
(ii) If distpA,Bq ą 0 , then
h
˚
s,dpAYBq´d{s ě h˚s,dpAq´d{s ` h˚s,dpBq´d{s . (8.3)
(iii) If A Ă Rp is such that 0 ă h˚s,dpAq ă 8 and trωNuNPN is any sequence of N -point configurations
in Rp such that
lim
NÑ8
NPN
PspA, rωN q
Ns{d
“ h˚s,dpAq, (8.4)
then for any B Ă A and any  ą 0 ,
lim inf
NÑ8
NPN
#prωN XBq
N
ě
˜
h
˚
s,dpAq
h
˚
s,dpBq
¸d{s
. (8.5)
We remark that assertion (iii) above with B “ A shows that if trωNuNPN satisfies (8.4), then any
weak-˚ limit measure of the normalized counting measures tνprωN quNPN is supported on the closure of
A .
The following elementary result (whose proof is left to the reader) will be useful in the proof of
Lemma 8.2.
Lemma 8.3. Let s ě d ą 0 and b, c ě 0 . Then the function fptq :“ min  ts{db, p1´ tqs{dc( has
maximum value
`
b´d{s ` c´d{s˘´s{d on the interval r0, 1s . If both numbers b and c are positive, the
maximum is attained at the unique point
t˚ :“ c
d{s
bd{s ` cd{s .
Proof of Lemma 8.2. We leave it to the reader to verify that the inequalities in Lemma 8.2 hold if any of
its terms are 0 or 8 . Thus, hereafter, we assume the terms appearing in these inequalities are positive
and finite.
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We first establish the inequality (8.2). Let N,N1, N2 P N be such that N1 `N2 “ N . Let ωN˚1 Ă Rp
be an N1 -point configuration such that PspA,ωN˚1q “ Ps˚ pA,N1q and let ωN˚2 Ă Rp be an N2 -point
configuration such that PspB,ωN˚2q “ Ps˚ pB,N2q . Then, with rωN :“ ωN˚1 Y ωN˚2 , we have
Ps˚ pAYB,Nq ě PspAYB, rωN q
“ min tPspA, rωN q, PspB, rωN qu
ě min  PspA,ωN˚1q, PspB,ωN˚2q(
“ min tPs˚ pA,N1q,Ps˚ pB,N2qqu ,
(8.6)
and so,
Ps˚ pAYB,Nq
τs,dpNq ě min
"ˆ
τs,dpN1q
τs,dpNq
˙ Ps˚ pA,N1q
τs,dpN1q ,
ˆ
τs,dpN2q
τs,dpNq
˙ Ps˚ pB,N2q
τs,dpN2q
*
. (8.7)
Suppose that both h˚s,dpAYBq and h˚s,dpBq exist and define
α :“ h
˚
s,dpBqd{s
h
˚
s,dpAqd{s ` h˚s,dpBqd{s
. (8.8)
For N1 P N , let N “ tN1{αu and N2 “ N ´N1 so that N1 `N2 “ N as above. Let N1 Ă N be such
that
lim
N1Ñ8
N1PN1
Ps˚ pA,N1q
τs,dpN1q “ h
˚
s,dpAqd{s.
Note that α P p0, 1q due to our hypothesis on the terms in the lemma not being 0 or 8 , and in this
case we have for s ě d ,
lim
NÑ8
τs,dpN1q
τs,dpNq “ α
s{d and lim
NÑ8
τs,dpN2q
τs,dpNq “ p1´ αq
s{d. (8.9)
Then, taking the limit as N1 Ñ8 , N1 P N1 , of (8.7), using (8.9) and Lemma 8.3 we obtain
h˚s,dpAYBq ě min
!
αs{dh˚s,dpAq, p1´ αqs{dh˚s,dpBq
)
“
´
h
˚
s,dpAq´d{s ` h˚s,dpBq´d{s
¯´s{d
, (8.10)
which proves assertion (i).
To prove (8.3), let a :“ distpA,Bq ą 0 and trωNuNPN0 be any sequence of N -point configurations in
Rp such that
lim
NÑ8
NPN0
PspAYB, rωN q
Ns{d
“ h˚s,dpAYBq. (8.11)
Then for any N P N0 and  ą 0 ,
PspAYB, rωN q “ min tPspA, rωN q, PspB, rωN qu
ď min tPspA, rωN XAq, PspB, rωN XBqu `N´s
ď min tPs˚ pA,NA,q,Ps˚ pB,NB,qu `N´s,
(8.12)
where
NA, :“ # prωN XAq and NB, :“ #prωN XBq.
Let N1 Ă N0 be any infinite subset such that the limit
α :“ lim
NÑ8
NPN1
NA,
N
exists and belongs to p0, 1q , leaving the cases α “ 0 and α “ 1 to the reader. Then from (8.12), we
have
h
˚
s,dpAYBq “ lim
NÑ8
NPN1
PspAYB, rωN q
τs,dpNq
ď lim sup
NÑ8
NPN1
min
"ˆ
τs,dpNA,q
τs,dpNq
˙
¨ Ps˚ pA,NA,q
τs,dpNA,q ,
ˆ
τs,dpNB,q
τs,dpNq
˙
¨ Ps˚ pB,NB,q
τs,dpNB,q
*
.
(8.13)
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If  ă 12distpA,Bq then A and B are disjoint, therefore NA, ` NB, ď N . Using this and the fact
that α P p0, 1q , we obtain
lim sup
NÑ8
NPN1
logNA,
logN
“ 1 and lim sup
NÑ8
NPN1
logNB,
logN
ď 1,
and thus for all s ě d there holds
lim sup
NÑ8
NPN1
τs,dpNA,q
τs,dpNq “ α and lim supNÑ8
NPN1
τs,dpNB,q
τs,dpNq ď 1´ α.
Plugging the above into (8.13) we get
h
˚
s,dpAYBq ď min
!
αs{dh˚s,dpAq, p1´ αqs{dh˚s,dpBq
)
. (8.14)
Appealing to Lemma 8.3, it follows that
h
˚
s,dpAYBq ď
´
h
˚
s,dpAq´d{s ` h˚s,dpBq´d{s
¯´s{d
,
which proves assertion (ii).
Finally, suppose B Ă A and trωNuNPN is such that (8.4) holds. The inequality (8.12) with B Ă A
gives
PspA, rωN q
τs,dpNq ď
Ps˚ pB,NB,q
τs,dpNB,q
τs,dpNB,q
τs,dpNq `
N´s
τs,dpNq , (8.15)
Taking the limit inferior as N Ñ8 with N P N
hs,ppAq “ lim inf
NÑ8
NPN
PspA, rωN q
τs,dpNq ď lim infNÑ8NPN
Ps˚ pB,NB,q
τs,dpNB,q
τs,dpNB,q
τs,dpNq ď hs,ppBq
˜
lim inf
NÑ8
NPN
NB,
N
¸s{d
, (8.16)
which proves assertion (iii). Setting B “ A , shows that 
8.1. Proof of Theorem 4.7. Let A Ă Rp be compact and HppAq ą 0 . We will separately establish
the following two inequalities.
h˚s,ppAq ě σs,pHppAqs{p (8.17)
and
h
˚
s,ppAq ď σs,pHppAqs{p . (8.18)
To prove (8.17), let  ą 0 and select a set G Ă Rp such that HppBGq “ 0 , A Ă G and HppGzAq ă  .
Then using (1.7) and Theorem 4.6, we find
h˚s,ppAq ě hs,ppGq “ σs,pHppGqs{p ě
σs,p
pHppAq ` qs{p
. (8.19)
Letting  Ó 0 , we obtain (8.17) for HppAq ą 0 and also that hp,spAq “ 8 if HppAq “ 0 . To prove (8.18),
let
A˚ :“
#
x P A : lim sup
rÑ0`
HppBpx, rq XAq
HppBpx, rqq
“ 1
+
. (8.20)
Then by the Lebesgue density theorem there holds HppAzA˚q “ 0 . By an iterative covering argument us-
ing Besicovitch’s covering theorem, we can find a finite collection of disjoint closed balls Bi, i P t1, . . . , nu
of radii ri P p0, 1q , such that
@i P t1, . . . , nu, HppAXBiqHppBiq ě 1´ , (8.21a)
Hp
˜
nď
i“1
pAXBiq
¸
“
nÿ
i“1
HppAXBiq ě p1´ qHppAq. (8.21b)
Now (1.7) together with (8.3) of Lemma 8.2 gives
h
˚
s,ppAq ď h˚s,p
˜
nď
i“1
pAXBiq
¸
ď
˜
nÿ
i“1
h
˚
s,ppAXBiq´p{s
¸´s{p
. (8.22)
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Due to (8.21a), and to the regularity of the Radon measure Hp , there exist sets Gi Ă Bi such that
HppBGiq “ 0 and BizA Ă Gi and HppGiq ă 2HppBiq . Now we use (8.2) of Lemma 8.2, with the
choices d ÞÑ p , A ÞÑ AXBi and B ÞÑ Gi and Theorem 4.6, obtaining
h
˚
s,ppAXBiq´p{s
(8.2)ě hs˚,ppBiq´p{s ´ hs˚,ppGiq´p{s
(4.8)“ pσs,pq´p{s pHppBiq ´HppGiqq ě p1´ 2q pσs,pq´p{sHppBiq. (8.23)
By (8.21b), (8.22) and (8.23) we obtain
h
˚
s,ppAq ď σs,pp1´ 2qs{p
˜
Nÿ
i“1
HppBiq
¸´s{p
ď σs,pp1´ 2qs{p
˜
Nÿ
i“1
HppAXBiq
¸´s{p
ď σs,ppp1´ 2qp1´ qq´s{pHppAq
´s{p. (8.24)
By taking the limit  Ó 0 in (8.24) we obtain (8.18), as desired. 
9. Theorem 4.9: Essential Lemmas and Proof
9.1. Some geometric measure theory tools. We first quantify the increase of interpoint distances
under projection on L-Lipschitz graphs:
Lemma 9.1. For p P N and  ą 0 , let G be a d-dimensional graph in Rp of an -Lipschitz function
ψ : H Ñ HK over a d-dimensional subspace H Ă Rp having orthogonal complement HK ; i.e, G :“
th` ψphq : h P Hu . If piH : Rp Ñ H is the orthogonal projection onto H and C :“
?
1` 2 , then for
any x P Rp and any y P G ,
|piHpxq ` ψppiHpxqq ´ y| ď C|x´ y|. (9.1)
Proof. For x P Rp , let x1 :“ piHpxq , x2 :“ x ´ x1 , and note that x2 P HK . If y P G , then y2 “ ψpy1q
and we have
|px1 ` ψpx1qq ´ y|2 “ |x1 ´ y1|2 ` |ψpx1q ´ ψpy1q|2 ď p1` 2q|x1 ´ y1|2 ď p1` 2q|x´ y|2,
which proves the lemma. 
Lemma 9.1 directly implies the following rough bound for unconstrained polarization for Lipschitz
graphs:
Corollary 9.2. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 9.1, if rK is a compact subset of G and N P N , then
Psp rK,G, Nq ď Ps˚ p rK,Nq ď CsPsp rK,G, Nq. (9.2)
We also state the following simple deformation result without proof.
Lemma 9.3. If Φ : Rm Ñ Rn is an p1 ` q-biLipschitz map for some  ą 0 , K Ă Rm a compact set,
ω Ă Rm a finite set, and s ą 0 , then
p1` q´sPspK,ωq ď PspΦpKq,Φpωqq ď p1` qsPspK,ωq, (9.3a)
and
p1` q´dHdpKq ď HdpΦpKqq ď p1` qdHdpKq. (9.3b)
9.2. Proof of Theorem 4.9. We recall our definition of A being strongly d-rectifiable: for any  ą 0
and for k P N large enough depending on  may write A as
A “ R Y
kď
j“1
rKj , where
$&%
rKj Ă Rp are compact and disjoint,rKj are contained in d-dimensional -Lipschitz graphs,
MdpRq ă .
(9.4)
More explicitly, for each j “ 1, . . . , k there is a d -dimensional subspace Hj Ă Rp and an  -Lipschitz
map ψj : Hj Ñ HKj such that rKj is included in the graph Gj of ψj . For each j “ 1, . . . , k , let
ιj : Rd Ñ Hj be an isometry. As mentioned just before Definition 4.8, the mapping ϕj : Rd Ñ Gj
defined by ϕjpxq :“ ιjpxq ` ψjpιjpxqq is then p1` q -biLipschitz for every j with rKj “ ϕjpKjq , where
Kj Ă Rd is compact.
Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.7 for the case p “ d , we consider a compact set A Ă Rd such that
MdpAq “ HdpAq ą 0 and we prove separately the inequalities
hs,dpAq ě σs,dHdpAqs{d , (9.5a)
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h
˚
s,dpAq ď σs,dHdpAqs{d , (9.5b)
which, since hs,dpAq ď h˚s,dpAq and hs,dpAq ď h˚s,dpAq , implies (4.14).
We shall show (9.5a) using the decomposition (9.4). By (7.2) of Proposition 7.2, we have
hs,dpRq ě Cp,d,sMdpRqs{d “
Cp,d,s
HdpRqs{d ě
Cp,d,s
s{d
. (9.6)
By using (8.1) from Lemma 8.2 and the p1` q-biLipschitz parameterizations of rKj “ ϕjpKjq , we find
that
hs,dpAq´d{s
(9.4), (8.1)ď hs,dpRq´d{s `
kÿ
j“1
hs,dpϕjpKjqq´d{s
(9.6), (1.2)ď C´d{sp,d,s `
kÿ
j“1
„
lim inf
NÑ8
PspϕjpKjq, Nq
τs,dpNq
´d{s
(9.3a)ď C´d{sp,d,s ` p1` qd
kÿ
j“1
„
lim inf
NÑ8
PspKj , Nq
τs,dpNq
´d{s
ď C´d{sp,d,s ` p1` qd
kÿ
j“1
hs,dpKjq´d{s
Thm. 4.7“ C´d{sp,d,s ` p1` qdpσs,dq´d{s
kÿ
j“1
HdpKjq
(9.3b)ď C´d{sp,d,s ` p1` q2dpσs,dq´d{s
kÿ
j“1
HdpϕjpKjqq. (9.7)
Taking the limit as  Ó 0 in (9.7) we obtain the bound (9.5a).
To prove (9.5b), we use the decomposition (9.4), the bound (1.7) and the bound (8.3) of Lemma 8.2,
and we obtain
h
˚
s,dpAq´d{s
(1.7)ě
«
h
˚
s,d
˜
kď
j“1
ϕjpKjq
¸ff´d{s
(8.3)ě
kÿ
j“1
h
˚
s,dpϕjpKjqq´d{s
(9.2)ě C´d
kÿ
j“1
„
lim sup
NÑ8
PspϕjpKjq, ϕjpRdq, Nq
τs,dpNq
´d{s
(9.3a)ě C´d p1` q´d
kÿ
j“1
h
˚
s,dpKjq´d{s
Thm. 4.7ě pσs,dq´d{sC´d p1` q´d
kÿ
j“1
HdpKjq
(9.3b)ě pσs,dq´d{sC´d p1` q´2d
kÿ
j“1
HdpϕpKjqq
(9.4)ě pσs,dq´d{sC´d p1` q´2dpHdpAq ´ q. (9.8)
Since limÓ0 C “ 1 , taking  Ó 0 in (9.8) we find the desired bound (9.5b).
Finally, suppose that HdpAq ą 0 and tωNuNPN satisfies
lim
NÑ8
NPN
PspA, rωN q
Ns{d
“ h˚s,dpAq “ σs,dpHdpAqq´s{d. (9.9)
For N P N , let νN “ νprωN q denote the normalized counting measure associated with rωN and let µA
denote the measure Hd|AHdpAq . Let G Ă Rp be open. For δ ą 0 , let B be a closed subset of A X G such
that µApBq ě p1 ´ δqµApGq . Since A is compact, there is some  ą 0 such that B Ă G . Since A is
strongly d-rectifiable, B is also strongly d -rectifiable and so h˚s,dpBq “ σs,dpHdpBqq´s{d . Using (8.5)
gives
lim inf
NÑ8
NPN
νN pGq ě lim inf
NÑ8
NPN
#prωN XBq
N
ě
˜
h˚s,dpAq
h˚s,dpBq
¸d{s
“ µApBq ě p1´ δqµApGq,
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and since δ ą 0 is arbitrary,
lim inf
NÑ8
NPN
νN pGq ě µApGq.
The Portmanteau Theorem (e.g., see [6]) then implies that νN converges in the weak* topology to µA .

We conclude this section by showing that compact subsets of C1 -embedded manifolds are strongly
d -rectifiable:
Lemma 9.4. Let M Ă Rp be a C1 -embedded submanifold of dimension d and let A ĂM be a compact
set. Then A is strongly d-rectifiable.
Proof. As M is a C1 -embedded submanifold, for each  ą 0 there exists a radius ρ “ ρpq ą 0 such
that for every x P M the intersection M X Bpx, ρq is an  -Lipschitz graph over the tangent subspace
TxM of M at x . As A is compact, we can find a cover by balls Bpxi, ρq , i “ 1, . . . , k0 with xi P M .
We will introduce a small parameter 1 P p0, 1q to be appropriately restricted later. We define the sets
rK1 :“ AXBpx1, p1´ 1qρq and rKk`1 :“ ´AXBpxk`1, p1´ 1qρq¯ z kď
j“1
Bpxj , ρq for 1 ď k ď k0´1.
Each rKj is compact and contained in an  -Lipschitz graph over the tangent space TxjM Ă Rp . The
sets rKj are at distance at least 1 ą 0 from each other and the points of A not covered by any of therKj are contained in the set
Rk :“ AX
k0ď
i“1
´
Bpxi, ρqzBpxi, p1´ 1qρq
¯
.
In order to prove (9.4) it remains to prove that for 1 P p0, 1q small enough, Rk has MdpRkq ă  .
Indeed, Rk is a compact subset of M and thus MdpRkq “ HdpRkq by a known result valid for closed
subsets of rectifiable sets, see [19, Thm. 3.2.39]. By (9.3b) we then bound
HdpRkq ď
k0ÿ
i“1
Hd
´
M XBpxi, ρqzBpxi, p1´ 1qρq
¯
ď k0p1` qdHd pBp0, ρqzBp0, p1´ 1qρqq “ k0p1` qdρd|B1|p1´ p1´ 1qdq,
where the right hand side tends to zero as 1 Ñ 0 , verifying that 1 ą 0 can be chosen small enough so
that MdpRkq “ HdpRkq ă  . Therefore we have found a decomposition of A as in (9.4), as desired. 
10. Finite-N results for A “ Sp´1
Proof of Proposition 2.2: Let N 1 ě 1 be the smallest natural number such that there exists an N 1 -point
configuration ωN˚ 1 “ tx1, . . . , xN 1u such that for some 1 ď j ď N 1 there holds xj ‰ 0 . We will prove by
contradiction that N 1 ě d` 1 , which is equivalent to our statement.
Up to reordering the points, there exists k P t0, . . . , N 1u such that
xj ‰ 0 for j “ 1, . . . , k , xj “ 0 for j “ k ` 1, . . . , N 1 .
Let ω0N 1 :“ t0, . . . , 0u the configuration composed of N 1 instances of the origin. Then
0 ď PKpSp´1, ωN 1q ´ PKpSp´1, ω0N 1q “ PKpSp´1, tx1, . . . , xkuq ´ PKpSp´1, ω0kq . (10.1)
thus by the minimality of N 1 we obtain k “ 0 , and all points in ωN˚ 1 are away from the origin.
As f is decreasing, for each x P Rp the set Sx composed of all points y at which the potential
generated by 0 is higher than that generated by x is a half-space containing the origin. More precisely,
Sx :“ ty P Rp : Kp0, yq ą Kpx, yqu “ ty P Rp : xx, yy ă |y|{2u . (10.2)
The intersection of N 1 half-spaces Sx1 , . . . , SxN1 is a convex set containing the origin. If N
1 ă d`1 this
intersection is also unbounded, and thus it intersects Sp´1 at some point y0 . Therefore, using (10.2),
for N 1 ă d` 1 we find
@1 ď i ď N 1 , Kp0, y0q ą Kpxj , y0q . (10.3)
Summing up the inequalities (10.3), we find a contradiction to (10.1), and thus N 1 ě d`1 , as desired. 
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10.1. Proof of Proposition 2.3 about the range ´8 ă s ď p ´ 2 . We first note that for all
´8 ă s ď p´ 2 the function Kspx, yq “ fsp|x´ y|q as defined in (1.9) is superharmonic in x and in y
separately.
Step 1. The case A “ Sp´1 . We consider the case A “ Sp´1 first. Let ωN˚ “ tx1, . . . , xNu and
y˚ P Sp´1 are such that there holds
Ps˚ pSp´1, Nq “ Ps˚ pSp´1, ωN˚ q . (10.4)
We define the empirical measure of ωN˚ by
νN :“
Nÿ
i“1
δxi .
For any choice of y0 P Sp´1 and denoting µSOppq the right-invariant Haar measure on SOpdq , there
holds
Ps˚ pSp´1, ωN˚ q “
Nÿ
i“1
Kspxi, y˚q “ min
yPSp´1
Nÿ
i“1
fsp|xi ´ y|q
ď
ż
SOppq
Nÿ
i“1
fsp|xi ´Ry0|qdµSOppqpRq (10.5)
“
ż
SOppq
Nÿ
i“1
fsp|R´1xi ´ y0|qdµSOppqpRq (10.6)
“
Nÿ
i“1
1
Hp´1pBBp0, |xi|qq
ż
BBp0,|xi|q
fsp|x´ y0|qdHp´1pxq
ď Nfsp1q , (10.7)
where in (10.6) we used the fact that rotations R P SOppq preserve distances and in (10.7) we used
the fact that fsp|x ´ y|q is super-harmonic in x . By (10.4) this shows that the choice xi “ 0 for
all 1 ď i ď N , realizes the optimum in Ps˚ pSp´1, ωN˚ q . On the other hand, in order for ωN˚ to be
an optimizer, inequalities (10.5) and (10.7) must become equalities, thus the value
řN
i“1 fsp|xi ´ y|q is
constant in y P Sp´1 , therefore the multiset ωN˚ is invariant under rotation. This in turn is possible only
if all the points xi are at the origin, proving uniqueness of the optimum configuration ωN˚ .
Step 2. The case A “ Bp . In this case by Proposition 3.5 we have that the problem reduces to the
classical constrained polarization, and the statement was proved in [15].
Step 3. General Sp´1 Ă A Ă Bp . Due to (1.7) and to the previous steps, we have Ps˚ pA,Nq “ Nfsp1q
as well. For any multiset tx1, . . . , xNu there holds
min
yPBp
Nÿ
i“1
Kspxi, yq ď min
yPA
Nÿ
i“1
Kspxi, yq ď min
yPSp´1
Nÿ
i“1
Kspxi, yq , (10.8)
which implies that the multiset with xi “ 0 for all 1 ď i ď N is an optimizer for Ps˚ pA,Nq . If by
contradiction a distinct optimizer would exist, then it would be an optimizer also for Ps˚ pSp´1, Nq , which
is excluded by Step 1. This concludes the proof of Proposition 2.3. 
10.2. Proof of Proposition 2.4 about optimal points staying away from Sp´1 . By (6.2) of
Proposition 6.2 there exists a constant C1 ą 0 independent of N such that the minimum value
Ps˚ pSp´1, Nq “ min
yPSp´1
ÿ
xPω˚N
|x´ y|´s
is not achieved at y P Bpx0, C1N´1{pp´1qq . Since the function |x ´ y|´s is continuous away from the
diagonal, there exists  ą 0 such that
min
yPBpx0,C1N´1{pp´1qq
ÿ
xPω˚N
|x´ y|´s ě Ps˚ pSp´1, Nq `  . (10.9)
We claim that the thesis holds for C “ C1{2 . Assume by contradiction that there exists an optimal
polarization configuration ωN˚ and a point x0 P ωN˚ such that
|x0|2 ą
ˆ
1´ C1
2
N´1{pp´1q
˙2
ą 1´ C21N´2{pp´1q . (10.10)
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Then
dist
´
x0, convpSp´1zBpx0, C1N´1{pp´1qqq
¯
ą 0. (10.11)
Let x10 ‰ x0 be the projection of x0 on convpSp´1zBpx0, C1N´1{pp´1qqq . Since |x ´ y|´s is decreasing
in |x´ y| , we find that for any x20 in the segment px0, x10s there holds
@y P Sp´1zBpx0, C1N´1{pp´1qq ,
ÿ
xPω˚N
|x´ y|´s ă
ÿ
xPω˚N ztx0u
|x´ y|´s ` |x20 ´ y|´s . (10.12)
On the other hand, by (10.9), (10.11) and by the continuity of |x´ y|´s for x ‰ y , there exists an open
neighborhood U of x0 in the segment rx0, x10s such that for x20 P U there holds
min
yPBpx0,C1N´1{pp´1qq
ÿ
xPω˚N ztx0u
|x´ y|´s ` |x20 ´ y|´s ě Ps˚ pSp´1, Nq ` {2 . (10.13)
By (10.12) and (10.13) there holds PspSp´1, pωN˚ztx0uq Y tx20uq ě Ps˚ pSp´1, Nq ` {2 , giving the desired
contradiction.
10.3. Proof of Proposition 2.5 on the equivalence of constrained and unconstrained cover
on Sp´1 . If N ď p then Sp´1 cannot be covered by N balls of radius less than 1 , as can be proved by
induction on the dimension and the fact that if r P p0, 1q then Sp´1zBpy, rq contains an affine copy of
Sp´2 as long as p ě 2 , and as a basis for the induction, S0 “ t˘1u requires at least two balls of radius r
to be covered. It follows that ηN˚ pSp´1q “ 1 : a configuration realizing this infimum is given by the case
when all the N points are at the origin of Rp . This proves the first item of the proposition.
If N ě p`1 then ηN pSp´1q ă
?
2 and ηN˚ pSp´1q ă 1 , a bound shown by rough estimates for competitor
configurations for ηN pSp´1q where p ` 1 of the points form a regular simplex, and those for ηN˚ pSp´1q
sit at centroids of the faces of such simplex.
For N ě p` 1 let ωN “ tx1, . . . , xNu Ă Sp´1 be at optimizer configuration for ηN pSp´1q , in particular
Nď
j“1
Bpxj , ηN pSp´1qq Ě Sp´1. (10.14)
For y P Bp , the set Bpy, ρq X Sp´1 is nonempty if and only if ρ P r1 ´ |y|, 1 ` |y|s . For such ρ ,
Bpy, ρqqXSp´1 is a congruent copy of a pp´2q -dimensional sphere of radius fp|y|, ρq where, for |y| ą 0 ,
fp|y|, ρq “
a
4|y|2 ´ p|y|2 ` 1´ ρ2q2
2|y| . (10.15)
The function p1 ´ ρ, 1q Q |y| ÞÑ fp|y|, ρq achieves its unique maximum, equal to ρ , at |y| “ a1´ ρ2 .
For |y| ą 0 there holds Bpy, ρq X Sp´1 “ Bpy{|y|, ρ¯q X Sp´1 , where
ρ¯ “ ρ¯ p|y|, ρq :“ap1´ |y|q2 ` ρ2. (10.16)
By using (10.15), we see that a competitor for ηN˚ pSp´1q is obtained if we set x1j :“
a
1´ pηN pSp´1qq2xj ,
and rN :“ |x1j | “
a
1´ pηN pSp´1qq2 satisfies#
fprN , ρq “ ρ,
pηN pSp´1qq2 “ p1´ rN q2 ` ρ2,
(10.17)
The first equation in (10.17) implies that rN maximizes |y| ÞÑ fp|y|, ρq and the second one, due to
(10.16), ensures that the balls Bpx1j , ρq cover Sp´1 . We claim that ρ “ ηN˚ pSp´1q . If by contradiction,
we had ρ ą ηN˚ pSp´1q , then we would be able to find ρ1 ă ρ and another configuration ty1, . . . , yNu
such that
Nď
j“1
Bpyj , ρ1q Ą Sp´1. (10.18)
Up to moving the points radially, we may suppose that |yj | are all equal and they satisfy fp|yj |, ρ1q “ ρ1 .
By defining ρ¯1 :“ ρ¯p|y|, ρ1q according to formula (10.16), we find that
Nď
j“1
Bpyj{|yj |, ρ¯1q Ą Sp´1.
At the same time, due to the fact that the left hand side of (10.16) is increasing in ρ , we find that
ρ¯1 ă ηN pSp´1q , which gives a contradiction, as desired. This concludes the proof. 
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10.4. Proof of Proposition 2.6 on optimal unconstrained coverings of S1 . The cases N ă 2
of the statement follows directly from Proposition 2.2 by using Proposition 3.9. Therefore we assume
N ě 3 for the rest of the proof.
The midpoints of the sides of an inscribed regular N -gon are given by
pj :“ pcosppi{Nq cospθ ` 2pi{Nq, cosppi{Nq sinpθ ` 2pij{Nqq P R2 , for j P t0, . . . , Nu , (10.19)
where θ P r0, 2pi{Nq gives the orientation of our N -gon. A closed disk of radius sinppi{Nq centered at
pj covers the interval Ij :“ tpcosφ, sinφq : φ P rθ ` p2j ´ 1qpi{N, θ ` p2j ` 1qpi{N su inside S1 , thus the
union of all such disks covers the unit circle S1 . Note that S1 XBpx, rq is always an arc of the form
Ipθ0, ρq :“ tpcosφ, sinφq : φ P rθ0 ´ ρ, θ0 ` ρsu . (10.20)
By direct computation of the local minimum, we find
mintr ą 0 : Dx P R2, Ipθ0, ρq “ S1 XBpx, rqu “ sinpρq , (10.21)
and the unique x realizing the above minimum is the point pcospρq cospθ0q, cospρq sinpθ0qq . Further, we
have that for fixed N if N arcs Ipθj , ρjq, j “ 1, . . . , N cover S1 then
Nÿ
j“1
2ρj ě 2pi and max
1ďjďN ρj ě pi{N ,
and thus
min
#
ρ ą 0 : Dθ1, ρ1, . . . , θN , ρN ,
Nď
j“1
Ipθj , ρjq “ S1, max
1ďjďN ρj ď ρ
+
“ pi{N , (10.22)
and the minimum is realized by a collection of equal intervals. Noting that for ρ ď 2pi{N,N ě 3 the
function ρ ÞÑ sinpρq is increasing, we find that as a consequence of (10.22) and (10.21), there holds
min
#
r ą 0 : DωN “ tx1, . . . , xNu,
Nď
j“1
Bpxi, rjq Ě S1, max
1ďjďN rj ď r
+
“ sinppi{Nq ,
and the minimum is realized by the points pj from (10.19). This completes the proof of Proposition 2.6.

10.5. Proof of Lemma 2.8, Proposition 2.7 and Corollary 2.9 on polarization on the unit
circle. We note here for future reference that if we take t P r0, 2pis measures the counterclockwise signed
angle between two points x, y P S1 , then we can express the geodesic distance between x and y via the
formula distS1px, yq “ mint|t|, |2pi ´ t|u .
Proof of Lemma 2.8: The proof of the claim in the case of condition (2), is precisely [28, Thm. 1.2 (1)],
therefore we need to prove the claim in the case (1) only.
By symmetry, we consider the values of the potential
řN
k“1 fpdistS1pxk, yqq only for y P r0, pi{N s . We
split ωN,eq into pairs of points xk, xN´k , for k “ 1, . . . , tN{2u , to which we add, if N “ 2n` 1 is odd,
the potential fpdistS1ppi, yqq . The latter potential has a minimum at y “ 0 due to the decreasing nature
of f . For the remaining pairs of points, we claim that the potential of each pair has a minimum at y “ 0
as well, and by superposition this will prove the claim.
The points xk, xN´k generate at y “ piN y1 (where we take now y1 P r0, 1s , as a reparameterization of
y P r0, pi{N s) the joint potential equal to
f pdistS1pxk, yqq ` f pdistS1pxN´k, yqq “ f
ˆ
2k ´ 1´ y1
N
pi
˙
` f
ˆ
2k ` 1` y1
N
pi
˙
. (10.23)
For k “ 1 this is minimized at y1 “ 0 by the second hypothesis on f from the statement of the
proposition, whereas for k ą 1 we may use the convexity of f to obtain that pfpaq`fpbqq{2 ě fppa`bq{2
for a “ pp2k ´ 1 ´ y1q{Nqpi and b “ pp2k ` 1 ` y1q{Nqpi , in order to show again that the minimum is
achieved at y1 “ 0 , which corresponds to y “ 0 , as desired. 
Proof of Proposition 2.7, following the strategy of [22]: We recall that the proof in [22, Thm. 1] consisted
of starting from a general N -point configuration x1, . . . , xN P S1 , initially ordered in counterclockwise
manner, and applying a sequence of N elementary moves to the points (see [22, Lem. 5]). The el-
ementary moves are denoted τ∆˚k , with 1 ď k ď N , ∆˚k P R . The move τ∆˚k leaves the positions
of x1, . . . , xk´1, xk`2, . . . xN unchanged, and replaces the points xk and xk`1 (with coefficients taken
modulo N ) by new points x1k :“ xk ´ ∆˚k and x1k`1 :“ xk`1 ` ∆˚k , respectively, where the sums are
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intended as the sums of angles, measured counterclockwise. The properties ensured in [22, Lem. 5] are
the following:
(a) ∆˚k ě 0 for k “ 1, . . . , N ,
(b) There exists 1 ď j ď N such that ∆j˚ “ 0 ,
(c) The composition τ∆˚ :“ τ∆˚N ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ τ∆˚1 sends ωN to a rotation of the configuration ωN,eq .
Let x˚ denote the midpoint of the arc between τ∆˚pxjq, τ∆˚pxj ` 1q . By the above properties, we can
prove by backwards induction on k that
min
yPτ
∆˚
k
˝¨¨¨˝τ
∆˚1
pωN q
distS1py, x˚q ě pi
N
. (10.24)
Indeed, this is true for k “ N due to item (c) above; furthermore, if it is true for k “ n for some
2 ď n ď N then due to items (a), (b) then it also holds for k “ n´ 1 .
Next, as in [22, Lem. 4], we prove that the potential generated by the points increases on the arc
γk,N going from xk`1 ´ pi{N to xk ` pi{N in the counterclockwise direction, during the move τ∆˚k , if
0 ă ∆˚k ă γpxk`1, xkq{2 , where γpxk`1xkq is length of {xk`1xk . Indeed, the change of potential at a
point x P γk,N from before to after the move τ∆˚k is given by
rfpdistS1pxk`1 `∆˚k , xqq ´ fpdistS1pxk`1, xqqs ` rfpdistS1pxk ´∆˚k , xqq ´ fpdistS1pxk, xqqs . (10.25)
Either one or both the above quantities in square brackets is positive. If both are positive, then the
change of potential at x is positive, as desired. Therefore we consider the case that one quantity is
positive and the other one is negative. In this case. This can only happen if there is a half-circle with
an extreme at z which contains both xk and xk`1 . We now discuss only the case that xk is closer to x
and thus the ordering of our points on the above-mentioned half circle, in counterclockwise order given
by
x, x` pi
N
, xk ´∆˚k , xk, xk`1, xk`1 `∆˚k , x` pi, (10.26)
where we also used the fact that x P γk,N . The other possible arrangements of the above points are
treated in a similar way, and lead to the same conclusion. In the case (10.26) we have
rfpdistS1pxk`1 `∆˚k , xqq ´ fpdistS1pxk`1, xqqs ` rfpdistS1pxk ´∆˚k , xqq ´ fpdistS1pxk, xqqs
“ rfpxk`1 `∆˚k ´ xq ´ fpxk`1 ´ xqs ` rfpxk ´∆˚k ´ xq ´ fpxk ´ xqs
“
ż xk`1`∆˚k´x
xk`1´x
f 1prqdr ´
ż xk´x
xk´∆˚k´x
f 1prqdr ě 0, (10.27)
where to prove the inequality, we used the fact that due to the ordering (10.26), we have that rxk´∆˚k´
x, xk ´ xs, rxk`1 ´ x, xk`1 `∆˚k ´ xs Ă rpi{N, pis and xk`1 ´ x ą xk ´ x , therefore due to the convexity
of f , the difference in (10.27) is positive, as desired.
Due to (10.24), x˚ belongs to all the intervals γk,N as above, for k “ 1, . . . , N . As a consequence
of the inequality (10.27), during the sequence of moves as in the above steps (a),(b),(c) the value of the
polarization potential at x˚ increases. Thus we have
PspωN q ď
ÿ
xPωN
fpdistS1px, x˚qq ď
ÿ
xPωN,eq
fpdistS1px, x˚qq “ PKpωN,eqq, (10.28)
where for the last equality we used Lemma 2.8. This shows that ωN,eq is an optimal configuration, as
desired.
If f is strictly convex on rpi{N, pis , then the fact that in the above middle inequality the equality
holds, implies that during all the moves all the terms as in (10.27) are zero, which can only be true if
∆˚k “ 0 for all k , showing that ωN “ ωN,eq up to rotation in this case. 
Proof of Corollary 2.9. The function fsptq :“ p1 ` r2 ´ 2r cos tq´s{2 is decreasing for t P r0, pis . Differ-
entiating fs twice gives
f2s ptq “ ´prs{2q2p1` r
2q cos t` rp´4` 2spcos2 t´ 1qq
p1` r2 ´ 2r cos tq2`s{2 .
Letting gpr, s, xq :“ 2p1 ` r2qx ` rp´4 ` 2spx2 ´ 1qq then f2s ptq is positive on any interval where
gpr, s, cosxtq is negative. Noting that gpr, s, xq is an increasing function of x (with r and s fixed) for
x ą 0 and that gpr, s, xr,sq “ 0 shows that gpr, s, xr,sq ď 0 if and only if x P r´1, xr,ss . Hence, if
(2.12) holds (i.e., cosppi{Nq ď xr,s ) then fs is convex on rpi{N, pis Ă rxr,s, pis and so so we may use
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Proposition 2.7 to prove that any ωN˚ Ă B such that PspA,B, ωN˚ q “ PspA,B,Nq must consist of N
equally spaced points in the circle B . .
To complete the proof we show that (2.13) implies that (2.12) holds. Towards this end, let
rx˘,s :“
s` 2´ sx2 ˘ap1´ x2q pps` 2q2 ´ s2x2q
2x
,
denote the solutions to gpr, s, xq “ 0 for fixed x ą 0 and s and note that gpr, s, xq ă 0 for rx´,s ă r ă rx`,s
and rx´,srx`,s “ 1 . Observe that RN,s “ r`cosppi{Nq,s and R´1N,s “ r´cosppi{Nq,s . Therefore, if R´1N,s ď r ď
RN,s , we have gpr, s, cosppi{Nqq ď 0 and so it follows that cosppi{Nq ď xr,s ; i.e., that (2.12) holds. 
11. Some conjectures and open problems
11.1. Optimal N -point configurations for Ps˚ pSp´1, Nq . For conjectures regarding S1 see Section 2.
The question of what are the N -point configurations on Rp that optimize Ps˚ pSp´1, Nq is open, except
for the simple cases N “ 1, 2, 3 , in which all points sit at the center of the sphere (see Proposition 2.2).
We conjecture that for N “ p` 1 a regular simplex on a concentric sphere of smaller radius is optimal.
Note that for the constrained case of PspSp´1, p ` 1q the inscribed regular simplex is also conjectured
to be optimal in all dimensions, and this is only proved for p “ 3 proved in [35] and for the simple case
p “ 2 .
For N “ 5 , conjectures regarding the constrained polarization PspS2, 5q are discussed in the forthcom-
ing book [8, Chapter 14]. Concerning the problem Ps˚ pS2, 5q , based on numerical experiments optimal
configurations do not seem to lie on a concentric sphere and in this case it is an open problem to find
the geometric structure of optimal configurations.
As mentioned in Proposition 3.9, the limit of the maximal polarization problem on the sphere for
s Ñ 8 is the question of best unconstrained covering. For the sphere, due to Proposition 2.5, the one-
plate and unconstrained best covering problems are equivalent, and thus the former gives information on
the latter, and produces useful candidates for the configurations optimizing Ps˚ pSp´1, Nq for very large
s . Optimal configurations for the constrained covering of S2 were determined for N “ 4, 6, 12 by L.
Fejes Tóth (see [20]), for N “ 5 and 7 by Schütte [33], for N “ 8 by L. Wimmer [37] and for N “ 10
and 14 by G. Fejes Tóth [21].
11.2. The large N limit of optimal polarization configurations. If K is a lower semicontinuous
integrable kernel on A ˆ A and for each N ě 1 we choose an optimal multiset ωN˚ Ă Rp that realizes
the maximum in the definition of PK˚pA,Nq , where A Ă Rp is a compact set of positive K -capacity,
then is it true that every weak-˚ limit µ of the sequence$&% 1N
Nÿ
xjPω˚N
δxj
,.-
8
N“1
satisfies
min
yPA
ż
Kpx, yqdµpXq “ TK˚pAq,
where TK˚pAq :“ TKpA,Rpq?
11.3. Polarization for lattices. A natural question is the following. Assume f : p0,8q Ñ p0,8q is
a decreasing convex function and let Kpx, yq “ fp|x ´ y|2q . Which lattices Λ Ă Rd of determinant 1
maximize the polarization value
min
yPRp
ÿ
xPΛzt0u
fp|x´ y|2q ? (11.1)
We note that under rapid decay conditions on f that ensure that the sum in (11.1) converges, there
exist optimizers Λ, y that realize the above value. In dimension d “ 2 we conjecture that for completely
monotone f, the optimizer of (11.1) is the hexagonal lattice A2 . In [35] it is shown that the minimum in
(11.1) for Λ equal to A2 for such f occurs at the centroids of the equilateral triangles that divide each
fundamental domain in half. It is reasonable to contemplate the possibility that, in dimension d “ 24,
the Leech lattice is likewise universally optimal for polarization among lattices in R24 . (For some related
results for the case of fprq “ e´αr , see [4].)
The configuration that realizes the best covering among lattices is known in dimensions 1 ď d ď 5
and in all these cases it is the lattice A˚d . It is conjectured that the best covering in d “ 24 is given by
the Leech lattice; however in dimension d “ 8 it is known that the best covering amongst lattices is not
realized by the E8 lattice, which is outperformed by the A8˚ lattice (see [13, Chapter 2, Sec. 1.3]).
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11.4. Optimal infinite configurations in Rd . Related to the conjecture for σs,2 presented in Sec-
tion 4, it is interesting to explore the generalization of the maximization of (11.1) for infinite configura-
tions in Rd . If ω8 Ă Rd is a countable configuration such that
lim sup
RÑ8
#pω8 X r´R{2, R{2sdq
Rd
“ 1, (11.2)
then we define as in [10] for Kpx, yq “ fp|x´ y|2q the polarization constant
PKpω8q :“ lim sup
RÑ8
PKpr´R{2, R{2sd, ω8 X r´R{2, R{2sdq. (11.3)
Is it true that under suitable conditions on f the supremum of (11.3) among ω8 Ă Rd satisfying (11.2)
equals the maximum of (11.1) over unit density lattices in low dimensions?
11.5. Weighted unconstrained polarization. Theorem 4.7 can be extended to the case of weighted
kernels. This procedure represents a setup, or modification, of the theory presented so far, which allows us
to prescribe, or to control, the asymptotic distribution of polarization points at the expense of modifying
the kernels Kspx, yq “ |x ´ y|´s by a suitable weight; i.e. working with Kws px, yq :“ wpx, yq|x ´ y|´s
where wpx, yq a CPD-weight as defined in [10, Def. 2.3]. Under these conditions, analogues of Theorems
4.7, 4.5 and 4.9 are expected to hold for Kws for the cases s ě d , allowing to relax the hypotheses of
[10, Thm. 2.3, Thm. 3.1] and to formulate analogues for the unconstrained polarization. We leave this
endeavor to future work.
11.6. Point separation for maximum-polarization configurations. Is it true that, for s ą p´ 2 ,
there exists a constant cp,s ą 0 independent of N such that for any optimizer ωN˚ “ txN˚,1, . . . , xN˚,Nu Ă
Rp for the problem Ps˚ pSp´1, Nq we have
min
1ďi‰jďN |xN˚,i ´ xN˚,j | ě cp,sN
´1{p for N “ 1, 2, . . . ?
The weak separation analogue of the above, giving rise to this question in the constrained polarization
problem, has been considered in [25].
Acknowledgement: The authors thank Alexander Reznikov for his helpful comments.
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